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f' .._, /ith her graphic skills Margaret Raether has taken The Fight Master to 
W new heights during her six years as editor. It was a real challenge to even 
, consider becoming editor again when Margaret requested to step down. 
When designer Jeff AR. Jones agreed to take care of the visual look of the journal, 
I knew we could carry on with the quality of work that Margaret had established. 
I have been joined by Dr. William Campbell who is assisting us in editing text. 
The reader will note that it has taken three of us to fill Margaret's shoes! 
Ideally Jeff, Bill, and I would like to have articles in each issue that cover 
something historical, something involving a new skill for the actor/ combatant, 
something for the fight director, and new techniques for the certified teacher. 
We plan to introduce regular sections on health and safety, business, and 
weaponry. With this in mind, Lloyd Caldwell has agreed to oversee articles on 
history, Brian Byrnes has agreed to head the health and safety section, and Lewis 
Shaw the weaponry section. Dale Girard will continue to head the Pen and the 
Sword section, Paul Dennhardt wiII be taking care of the skills tests and the 
director and Julie Tjaden will serve as copy editor. 
We are reintroducing a section reviewing the fight choreography being done 
on stage and in film and television. This section is intended to share informa-
tion on what choreographers are doing around the world, how well it is being 
done, how staging problems are solved, and evaluating what worked and what 
didn't and why. These will of course be the writer/audience's reaction to what was 
seen and experienced and are not intended to be a critique of anyone's work but 
a sharing of information through evaluation. 
\ve also intend to stay aware of what is happening around the world with 
the various stage combat organizations now in existence. We have contacted the 
various societies and will be including in future issues what is going on where 
and when throughout the world. 
I am already working on the Fall/Winter issue which brings me to the dead-
lines which will greatly affect the timing on getting pertinent information pub-
lished twice a year in The Fight Master. December 1 is the deadline for the 
Spring/Summer issue and July l the 4eadline for the Fall/Winter issue. I will 
accept articles at any time and would greatly appreciate early submissions which 
gives me time to fine tune specifics with the authors and our section editors. 
Articles received after the deadline will still be considered for future issues. 
Jeff, Bill, and I have accepted the challenge of taking on this incredible task 
of editing The Fight Master for the SAFD and while it is a challenging and 
exciting experience, it is dependent on the support we receive from those who 
contribute to the journal. We arc truly grateful for all the articles that have been 
contributed to the journal and look forward to the challenges of the future. 
•---Linda Carlyle McCollum 
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DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT 
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A ~•~W:J! Founded in 1977, the Society of American Fight 
Directors is a non-profit organization of theatre pro-
fessionals, academicians, friends, and supporters, all 
of whom share a common inten:st in the art of stage 
violence. The SAFD stands for the very highest stan-
dard in effecetive and safe theatrical fighting. 
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The SAFD has c.kveloped recogniz-:d standards for 
four levels of skill in the stage combat arts. 
1-800-659-6579 
Call the SAFD Hot Line 
For stage combat assistance, workshop 
infonnation, and general questions. 
Call 9 am 




Visit the SAFD Website at 
www.safd.org 
Updated guides to upcoming regional, national, and 
international events; 
Directory and email links to Regional Representatives, 
Certified Teachers., Fight Directors, Fight Masters, and 
Member Representatives; 
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(il'RAPHICALLY' 
.SPEAKING 
r .. he Fight Master is currently seeking active photos portraying stage combat in production. Photos should be performance shots with full costume, scenic, and 
lighting, The staff will be accepting black an<l white prints for interior usage 
and color slides/high qu,ility color prints for use on the, front ,ind back covers, Photos 
should be no smaller than 5x7 (8xl0 is preferred). Cover shots should be a high quality, 
color, 8xl O prints or color slides with strong vertical orientations. They should be shot 
as close LLP as possible (full bodies need not be visible). 'fhis includes theatre, television, 
film, outdoor drama, renaissance faires, or other pertinent shots. 
All photos should include the following: Perfonncrs' naml.:s and mies if fower than 
fiyc are pictured, pby, playwright, fight director, thcitrc company, year it was per-
formed, and most importantly the photographer. Also include addresses to return 
prints/ slides. Without this information, pictures will not be used. Pictures/slides may 
be submitted by anyone but must include this information, 
The <leadline for graphic material in the spring/summer i~sue is December 15, for 
the fall/winter issue it is July 15. Future submissions arc accepted all the time. Send all 
prints sandwiched \-ic.;twcen two pieces of cardboard in an envelope clearly labeled, 
''Photos-Do Not Bend" to 
Jeff A.R. Jones, Graphic Designer• 111 Oliver Lane • Durham, NC 27713 
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 919-5 72-9 314 or email me at 
JARJones@aol.com 
Again, exciting phoLOs a.re c:ncouraged from all leyels of SAFD membership. Any 
shot featuring your work as fight dit-cctor, assist:tnt, or performer should he submitted. 
Thank you in advance for your time and submissions, 
•----Jeff A.R. Jones 
CONTRIBUTORS 
Jolin Robert Beardsley is .1 Fighr l\,l.ister in the ll.S, 
and Europe. Ile has worke<l with MGM, On.ivcrsal 
StuJios, Fm., C1csai·, Palace an<l Hanah·s New 
Zealancl. Major Theatres include Berkeley Rep, PCPA, 
California Shakespeare Fest,val, San Franci,w 
Shakespeare Festival, San Francisco Mime Troupe, N'ew 
Mexico Rep, Marin Rep, SF Opera,. Magic Theatre, 
BeYcdy Hills Plm·ho11,c:, T ;\ l\fosic Cel!lcr :u,d the 
Aspen Music Festival. 
Brian Byrues is a Fight Director and Certified 
Teacher at the lJ11i1ersiLy o_ H0Ltsto11, tcachiHg 
Movement and Stage Combat Ile has staged hun-
dr~<ls of fights for New York theatres, 1cgioual thc-
arres, ancl Sbkespeat·e fosrival.s includinp; The Alley 
Theatre, Houston Grand Opera, Stages Repeaory, 
Sa11 Antonio 01>cra, Main Street Thea11c, Housron 
Shakespeare l:lesr:ival, The Ensemble, and many other 
compa11ies i11 the city. 
Antl1ony Di..' Longis i'> an acto1·, fight dlreuor and 
weapons trainer, De Longis1 film und television credits 
include Roadhou,c, l\lastm af the Univme, Sinfwi, 
lfi1hlande1; the Series, The November Conspiraccy. h:pm 
Nu Meny, G'ybertmcker 2, Fhe Last Chance Detectives, 
Wild Bill, Far and Away, Cirrfe o,f'Tron, ancl fag,w Liucs. 
De Longis is a founding member of The Light 
Horsemen, a mounted cavalry te.11n which pcrforrns rc:1l-
istic combat routines with sabres, lances and bullwhips. 
Paul Dc11nhardt is a Fight Dil'ector/Certifted Teacher 
arnf secretary of 1he SA.Fn. tTt is cnrrcndy a~so'-i:1te 
professor of theatre at Western Illinois University where 
he 1eaches rnovernent Cor rlic auor and a l1mr \L~mcsler 
sequence of courses in stage co1nbat. 
Neil Fishman is a certified as an Accor/Combaram. 
Fisl,man is also a member of SAG, J\11TRA, a11d A.rA 
He has been in practice as an arcottntant since 1989, 
and he will be a shareholder in the firm of hshman 
A;sociat,·s CPAs, l'C. T'ishrnan ni;iy lie reached at his e-
mail address: f1shcpa@ix.netcom.com. 
S, Matthew·Galas is an attorney working at the NATO 
Hr.:adquarter;:; in 1\,1011:,, Belgium. I-k is :i graduate of 
the University of California at Davis anJ Hastings 
College of the Law. Galas i, prolicielll in luil, cpee, and 
saht·e an<l hns studied the Japanese sword ans. Grrlas has 
been studying the fo11cin11 matrnals of medieval 
Germany, S\\"ord in h;md, \ince 198'2. I-Ic is cnnently 
writing a book about Joha11nes Liechtcna11cr and the 
Kt1nst des FL'chtcns. 
Dale Anthony Cirart) is an awa11l-win11in,; fight direc-
tor whose work has been featUred in professional the-
at1cs and opera hou,c:s a,; well as in several fea,ure 
films. He is the author of the stage combat manual, 
Actors On Guard, and i• presemly stage combat 
instrnctor fot the Yak School of Dtoma and ~ramotic 
movement instructor for the Yale Opera Pl'ogram. 
Richard Graclkowski is an honorary member of the 
S.1\ FD heing one of ii:s founding members. I Ie i,; a 
rGp;ular cotltributor The Fight Master and is the 
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scnet;ny/trcasurtr or the U11ited Slat:es Fern_ing 
_ Coaches Association. 
Jean MacFa1fa11d Ken is an associate professor at 
Illinois Wekyao IJnin:l'sity where she is the cool'dina-
tor of the Dance Program within the School of 
Theat1c Ans. Jean h cenifie<l in Labanotation. Jean 
wa~ assisted by her father, Richard H. Kerr, on the 
1alhoffer translations, 
John Nelles has been teaching stage combat in Canada. 
for nirh: yc:11.'s nnd h:11 been tl1c fi3lit dil'ec1or at the 
Shaw Festival for folll' years. \X'ith all che film and telc-
vi:,ion pi·o<luctiou happening in 1{H·onto, Nelles has 
frequently haJ the opportunity to do swmwo1'k in the 
film/td.::vision indusLry. Nelles is a member of fight 
Directors, Canad~. 
Mark Shelley i.s an actor-dil'ector-fight diiwtor 
involved in stage, film and television. He is cnrrenrly 
working 011 Bloor! anti l-fonour, having just cornpletcd a 
short film elllitled Final Demand. Shelly, a frequent 
contl'iliuror 10 till' Fight LJ!1·ector1 resides in Ireland, is a 
member of tl1c Btitish Aca<lcmv of Dra.tnatic Combar 
and founder of ~lllnl Action u;1it hdanJ(SALI). 
Raymond Smith, Ph.D., has been a fight director and 
foncinr, teacher cincc 191?.. ,';mith has freelonced as 
milita1y coordinator for such. films as 'lop Gun, Hunt 
fl-1r Rerl October, .,r Feu 1 Good Alen, Courrtge Under Fire~ 
and GI Jane. His dissertation "The An of the Sword in 
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I "am so excited about this ;et-
ter appearmg 
in the brand new 
Fight .Master edited 
by Linda McCollurn 
and designed and laid 
out by Jeff A. R. 
Jones! I have to take a 
moment to thank 
them for all the hard 
work and for dealing 
with me in the transi-
tion. l think the: team 
we have come up with is terrific and I look forward to a 
long association with this team in terms of the journal. 
Onward and upward. 
Lots of news and new business for all are in the works. 
Along with the new creative team for The Fight Master, 
the web site is up and running and from all reports is get-
ting out there and making a mark in cyberspace. Please 
check it out at www.safd.org. I welcome any and all com-
ments, suggestions, and changes. Please send any com-
ments to me via phone or email. I am verv much interest-
ed in input; I think the sky is the limit in terms of what 
the web site can and will do for us all. 
Other important news is that we have come up with a 
new version of the Policies and Procedures Manual to 
better reflect the new bylaws that we voted in last year. 
The P&P is the daily operating manual for the whole 
organization and it is a very fluid document in that 
respect. The P&P can (and will) change frequently with 
vote from the executive committee and it is our hope that 
it will constantly evolve to better serve the metnbef'ship in 
every capacity. This document is available from your 
regional representative or from tl1e secretary, Paul 
Deanhardt, and will be published in an upcoming issue of 
1 he Gutting Edge for all to see. There are some fundamental 
changes in the latest incarnation that will affect many of 
you, especially regarding dues and fees and skills profi-
ciency testing. lt is mv aim to have the document in your 
hands within the next couple of months. Please give it 
careful consideration and then direct questions to your 
member or regional representative. 
Speaking .of member reps, this is another new voice 
for each of you as members. We nominated and voted in 
representatives from each stratum of the organization and 
these representatives that you elected are now your voice 
on the executive committee. They are as follows: 
Fight Master - Erik Fredricksen 
Fight Director - Geoff Alm 
Certified Teacher - k Jenny Jones 
Actor/Combatant-Friend -Angela Bonacasa 
Their addresses, phone numbers, an<l email adresses are 
listed in the back of this publication and I urge you to con-
tact these folks with your input. Make yourself heard and 
create change when you deem it necessary. Democracy is 
alive and well in the SA i; D. 
With that being said, let me urge each of you to use 
what voice you have as a dues paying member and VOTE 
in these varied elections. We will be nominating and vot-
ing in a new group of officers by yeat's end. The voter 
turnout in this last election was surprisingly small and I 
wonder at the opportunity lost to have a say. There is no 
room for apathy here. The current officers and I have 
been working hard to get your input and you have to 
take advantage of this if you expect the system to work. 
Bring it on! 
Finally, a word about these changes in general. I have 
learned during my tenure as president that it is flatly 
impossible to please everyone in the organization all the 
time. Thankfully I have let go of that ideal. The officers 
and I have been trying our best to bring about change that 
will positively affect the majority of the membership and in 
doing so, there will be issues that are not resolved to every-
one's satisfaction. Let me urge you all to look at the big 
picture and to know that the bottom line is that what we 
do is a very positive thing for the entertainment commu-
nity. High standards of safety and aesthetics must be out 
goals and each of us must endeavor to hold these things up 
no matter what the venue, no matter what the situation, no 
matter what the payback. Please, let us not allow our per-
sonal agendas to affect this remarkable family that the 
SAFD has become. Theatre is collaborative by nature and 
in all respects this organization is built on that foundation 
as well. Get out there and make a difference in your pro-
duction, in your role, in your classroom. That is where we 
can all agree on safety, quality and, standards. My door is 
open, do not hesitate to be in touch. 
Peace, 

























UNIVERSITY Summer is almost over . . . 
it1s time for one last Sling! 




THE S:scONP ANNUAL SAFD ·SANC'fION~D 
.. New Yotk Regfonal stage Combat Workshop 
Thursday, Au,gust 27 through Sunday, August 30 
...,.._._ Up to eight hciUts ofinsii::i{~tion dNly --
~-- Instruction by SAFD Fight Masters, __,_,_·~ 
FightDitectors, and Cettitied Teachers 
· ~. .. · All weapons provided , ,., +· 
Continental breakfast provided ----,..-t-,, 
.FEEB 
$250 for all four days 
$8!5 per day for individual days 
10% discount if paid in full by July 1 
18% discount for current paid SAFD members 
(only one discount is vaUd) 
For more information call the Fights4 hotline 
(212) 330-6868 
J{OHANNES JLIECHTENAUER 
utbt jf atbtr of 
~trman 
IQ etween the Fall of 
?,l,iJ Rome and the 
Renaissance, Europe was 
governed by a warrior elite 
that prided itself on valor and 
skill at arms. Despite this fact, 
the few authors to address 
the history of swordsman-
ship have dismissed the 
medieval era, making cursory 
statements about the lack of 
any system of swordsman-
ship and claiming that 
medieval warriors relied on 
brute force alone. 
One such author was 
Egerton Castle, a noted 
authority on swordmanship 
in Victorian England. His 
classic Schools and Masters 
of Pence, written in 1892, 
charts the evolution of 
swordplay from its earliest 
origins until its culmination 
in modern fencing. His 
comments on medieval 
swordsmanship are typical 
of the stereotype which per-
sists to this day: "The 
stoutest arm and the weight-
iest sword won the 
,day .... Those were the days 
of crushing blows with mace 
or glaive, wh1.:n a knight's 
superiority in action 
This 1/lustration from Peter vonDanzig's 
represent Master Uechtcnauer. Note the 
fur trimmed hat and gown, along with 
chair in a room wii/1 elaborate floor 
holds a teacher's rod in one hand1 a 
wu/1 are a Messer and a long sword. 
depended on his power of wearing heavier armour and dealing 
heavier blows than his neighbor, when strength was lauded 
more than skill .... " 
~blorb1,man1)bfp 
by S. Matthew Galas 
manual (1452) is probably intended to 
trappings of luxury; the master wears a 
jeweled gloves, /-le sits on a throne-like 
tiles and murals on ihe walls, The 111aster 
long sword in the other; hanging on the 
This false stereotype is 
reinforced by the paucity of 
medieval fencing manuals in 
the English language. Aside 
from a few fragmentary texts, 
no works on the subject in 
English survive from before 
the Renaissance. This lack of 
a literature has led to the 
mistaken condasion that dis-
ciplined, systematic swords-
manship did not appear 
until the advent of the rapier 
in the sixteenth century. 
This conclusion could not 
be farther from the truth. 
In fact, a. whole series of 
medieval texts on the art of 
swordsmanship have sur-
vived. Gathering dust in 
European libraries, long 
ignored except by acade-
mics, are approximarely 
sixty treatises containing the 
accumulated experience of 
generations of German long 
sword masters. 1 The earliest 
of these works dates from 
1389; the latest from 1612. 
These Fechtbuerher (fencing 
manuals) dispel the myth 
that the medieval warrior 
was a clumsy buffoon, 
swinging a bar of steel that 
he could barely lift. The 
teachings of these German masters demonstrate beyond a 
doubt that medieval swordsmanship was a sophisticated, highly 
systematized art. 
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Of the 60 or so manuals that survive, 
nearly all bear the mark of a single, influen-
tial sword master of the 14th century, 
Johannes Liechtenauer. Altl10ugh his name 
is largely unknown to mo<lern fencers, 
Johannes Liechtenaucr was not only the 
most important fencing master of medieval 
Europe, but the founder of a school of 
swordsmanship which thrived for centuries 
after his death. His teachings are the com-
mon thread that runs throughout nearly all 
of the fencing manuals which survive from 
medieval G<.:rmany, binding dmn together 
into a coherent whole. 
THE ENIGMATIC MASTER 
Despite tl1e long shadow of influence 
which he cast, the details ofLiechtenauer's 
life remain shrouded in mystery. The date 
of his birth, his death, and nearly every-
thing in betwe<.:n remains unknown. The 
only information we have on Liechtenauer's 
life comes from tlie manuals themselves, 
and from a cryptic series of verses which 
contain his teachings. 
Even Liechtenauer's social status 
remains uncertain. Although the sword 
was a knightly weapon, none of the man-
uals indicate whether the great master was 
a knight or a nobleman. Regardless of his 
background, Liechtenauer clearly intended 
his verses for a knightly audirnc<.:. Witness 
the first verse of the series, which begins 
with this admonition: 
Jung ritter kre 
Young knight learn 
Gott Lieb haben 
to love God 
frawen ja eren 
and honor women 
so wechst dein ere 
so grows your honor. 
Johannes Liechtenauer was a product of 
the 14th century, the most turbulent, vio-
lent period in the history of medieval 
Europe. During his lifetim<.:, the Black 
Death carried away a third of Europe's · 
population, leaving empty villages and a 
ruined economy in its wake. Peasant 
revolts rocked the feudal order, with 
uprisings occurring across the continent. 
Rival claimants for the papacy created a 
schism that divided Christendom into 
rival camps. Germany and Italy were a 
patchwork (JUilt of warring states, while 
France and England bled each other white 
in the Hundred Years War. 
The ipcessant war and social upheaval 
that afflicted evny country in Europe cre-
ated a paradise for professional soldiers, 
mercenaries, and highway robbers. 
Knights and men-at-arms hoping to build 
their reputations traveled like pilgrims 
from country to country, seeking their 
fortunes in war. This was the world in 
which Liechtenauer was born, grew to 
manhood, and learned his dangerous trade. 
The earliest mention of Johannes 
Liechtenauer appears in a work written in 
1389 by a German priest named Hanko 
Doebringer, who appears to have studied 
under Liechtenauer himself. Although 
Doebringer credits his master with per-
fecting the art of the long sword, he care-
fully points out that Master Liechtenauer 
did not invent the art.2 Rather, he claims 
that the fundamental techniques of the 
art were developed a few centuries earlier: 
Before all else you should know 
that there is only one art of the 
sword, and that was founded and 
invented a few hundred years ago. 
And that art, which is the foun-
dation rmd core of all fightii 1g arts, 
was perfected and completed by 
Master Liechtenauer. Not that he 
himself founded and invented the 
art, as is written above,· rather, he 
traveled and searched 
through various lands, so 
that he could experience 
and learn that same true 
and perfect art. 
As he traveled through-
out Europe, Johannes Liech-
tenauer studied under thi.: 
finest swordsmen he could find. 
Returning to Germany, he 
streamlined and perfected the 
lessons he had learned, distilling ( 
them into a comprehensive sys-
tem of combat which he . 
called the Kunst des Fechtens - . 
the art of fighting, 
The precise reason for this obsession 
with secrecy remains unclear. Perhaps 
Masti.:r Liechtenaucr wished to preserve 
the effectiveness of his metliods by limiting 
their spread. Maybe he wanted to prevrnt 
other masters from claiming authorship of 
his techniques. Peter von Danzig, who 
wrote his manual in 1452, had this to say 
about Liechtenauer's motives: 
Because this art belongs to 
princes, lords, knights and their 
retainers, who shou/,d know and 
learn it, he wrote about that 
same art with obscure and veiled 
language so that not everyone 
should understand it, as you will 
find written hereafter. He did 
that to prewnt unscrupulous 
masters of lesser skill from publi-
cizing his art to the sort of people 
who would not treat it with the 
same respect as those to whom the 
art proper(;' belongs. 
THE CRYPTIC VERSES 
Master Liechtenauer's decision to consoli-
date his teachings in verse is relatively easy 
to explain. Cultures with low lit.:racy 
rates often resort to rhyme as a 
mnemonic device. With a large 
' amount of information to trans-
mit, th<.: d.:cision to vernify 
makes good sense, since 
rhyming couplets are 
much easier to memorize 
than mere sentences. 
Since he was reluctant to 
commit his teach-





AN OBSESSION WITH 
SECRECY i $~ 
Like some fencing \ ·· -i 
to 
masters eve1: t~Jday, 7 . \' \ ;,, 
tenauer was Jr _..: ~ ( ·•, 
Johannes L1ech- _/ · i ~-
jealous of · · - -- \~ \ ;'G --
his hard-won A H_alb Schwe,t (Half Sword) __ , -,..,.,~ thrust with the long sword Originally 
kill d designed for annored com- bat, these techniques came to be used in unar-
s , an was mored combat as well. By suddenly shortening the effective length of the weapon I /olb 
determined to Schwert techniques gave the swordsman a great advantage at close range, 'rhese 
prevent h' methods may have been adapted from pre-existing techniques for the staff or spear. 
IS (From Albrecht Duerer's manual of 1512) 
methods from 
be-coming common knowledge. Obsessed 
with secrecy, he concealed his teachings in 
a series of verses so cryptic that only those 
initiated into their meaning could deci-
pher them. Gathering a select group of 
students around him, the maswr taught 
his secrets to a chosen few. 
use some form of mnemonic device if he 
wished his students to remember such a 
large volume of materia.l. 
Furthermore, medieval Europe was in 
the midst of a love affair with poetry. The 
Minnesingers - poets who sang of courtly 
love and knightly adventures - were 
8 The Fight Master ----1-- Spring/Summer 1998 
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celebrities in medieval Germany. Johannes 
Liechtenauer would certainly have been 
exposed to their works. 
Nor was Liechtenauer the only fenc-
ing master to versify his lessons -- merely 
the first. Later masters in Italy and 
England, perhaps following his lead, used 
the same method to transmit their lessons. 
The Italian manu:il known as the Flos 
Duellatorum, written by Master Fiore 
dei Liberi in 1410, is composed 
almost entirely of rhyming couplets. 
Likewise, an anonymous 15th cen-
tury manuscript in the British 
Museum on the use of the two 
handed sword is partially in 
verse form. 
Master Liechtenauer's 
teachings are contained in 
approximately 250 lines of 
verse, divided into the fol-
lowing five sections: 
die Vorede (the preamble) 
die Gemain Lere ( the general 
teachings) 
Blossfechten ( unarmored 
combat with the long 
sword) 
verses and explained his rules of swords-
manship. For the next 250 years, German 
masters used these verses as a framework 
for teaching the art of the long sword. In 
one form or another, the verses composed 
by Johannes Liechtenauer appear in near-
ly all of the surviving German manuals 
written between 1389 and 1612. 
some of whom may have trained under his 
tutelage. The writings of Martin Hunds-
feld and Andre Liegnitzer describe a series 
of techuiques designed for use in armored 
combat. In these techniques, known as 
Halb Schwert (half sword) techniques, the 
swordsman grasped the middle of tl1e blade 
with his left hand, while holding me grip 
with his right hand. Held in this fashion, 
the long sword was used like a short spear 
to thrust at gap:; in the opponent':; armor. 
With minor adjustments for the length of 
the weapon, these techniques could be 
easily adapted for us<.: with the spear or 
staff. Thest: Half Sword techniques 
proved so effective that they came to be 
used in unarmored combat as well. 
Other important texts were 
written by Ott the Jew, a wrestling 
master whose techniques for 
unarmed combat supplemented 
the weapon arts, and I Ians 
Leckuchner, a priest who 
~ adapted Liechtenauer's long 
sword techniques to suit 
the Messer (falchion). 
The writings of all 
these masters were 
Rossfechten (mountell 
combat with sword 
and lance) 
Kampjfechten (armor-
ed combat on foot 
with spear, long sword, 
and dagger) 




""'· -·:"-Two fencers in stances used with the Messer (fa/ch ion). Liechtenauer's long sword techniques 
- -were adapted for use with the Messer by Master Hans Leci<uechner. On the left is the Eber (boar) 
stance; on th,, right, the Stier (bv/1) position. These two stances are simply one-handed versions of 
Liechtenauer's Pflug (plow) and Ochs (ox) stances; compare them to the stances in illustration 7. (From 
Albrecht Duerer's manual of l 512) 
By the mid-
15th century, a 
number of masters schooled in Liech-
tenauer's theories had attained prominent 
positions, teaching the fighting arts to the 
highest ranks of German nohility. 
Sigmund Ringeck and Paulus Kal served as 
fencing masters at the court of the powerful 
dukes of Bavaria. Ott the Jew was the 
wrestling master for the Hapsburg arch-
dukes of Austria, while Hans Talhoffer 
specialized in training Swahian nobles for 
tlie judicial duel. The prestige and success 
of these and other masters resulted in the 
spread of Liechtenaucr's system throughout 
Germany, Ausrria, and eastern Europe. 
Liechtenauer intended his verses to 
be memorized, providing the first level of 
secrecy. Only those who had memorized 
the verses, or had one of the few written 
copies, would have access to their secrets. 
Evrn if an outsider gained acc<.:ss to the 
verses, their ambiguous syntax allowed 
multiple interpretations. Furthermore, 
Liechtenauer used undefined technical 
terms for techniques; without knowing 
the meaning of these terms, the verses 
become useless. The master's technical jar-
gon is further complicated by the use of 
synonyms and double meanings. Thus, 
some techniques arc known by several dif-
ferent names (e.g. Arbeit, erlel Krieg, 
Winden), while others have double mean-
ings, referring to two separate or even 
contradictory t<.:chniques (e.g. Versetzen). 
THE SPREAD OF 
LlECHTNAUER'S TEACHINGS 
After Liechtenaucr'~ death, his disciples 
grew concerned about the growing corrup-
tion of the art by lesser masters. Dropping 
the veil of secrecy, they began writing man-
uals which interpreted the great master's 
The earliest surv1vmg version of 
Liechtenauer's verses appear in the manual 
of Hanko Doebringe1; written in 1389. 
They next appear in Hans Talhoffer's 
manual from 1443, and Sigmund 
Ringeck's manual from the mid-1440s. A 
host of other treatises soon followed. These 
works can be divided into two types: the 
first consisting primarily of textual 
descriptions of technique, the second 
composed mainly of illustrations. 
The textual works - like Doebringcr's 
and Ringeck's - take the form of com-
mentaries, listing Liechtenauer's verses, 
intcrpr<.:ting them, and explaining their 
practical application lo combat with the 
long sword. The illustrated manuals -
such as Talhoffer's works - arc more akin 
to catalogs of techniques, designed to 
refresh the owner's memory. The captions 
next to the illustrations in these manuals 
are often excerpts from Liechtenauer's 
verses. Containing littlt: in the way of 
explanation, these illustrated manuals are 
relatively opaque to those not familiar 
with Liechtenauer's teachings. 
Liechtenauer's teachings were supple-
tnentcd by the works of later masters, 
Assisting the spread ofLiechtenauer's 
teachings was the formation of an influen-
tial, guild like association of swordsmen 
known as the Brotherhood of Our Beloved 
Lady and Saint Mark, better known as the 
Marxbrueder. This organization received 
a letter of privilege from the Holy Roman 
Emperor in 1487, and flourished under 
imperial protection throughout the next 
century. Headquartered in Frankfort am 
Main, the Marxbrueder organized the 
teaching of the art and the licensing of 
new masters. Peter Falkner, who served as 
the Captain of the Marxbrueder in the 











l 490s, wrote a fencing manual which 
includes Master Licchtcnauer's verses. 
Public exhibitions of fencing known 
as Fechtschulen (fencing schools) were a 
common form of entertainment in the 
town squares and marketplaces of medieval 
Germany. The fencers who took part in 
these exhibitions often displayed flashy 
techniques calculated co impress and 
entertain the spectators. Under the influ-
ence of the Marxbrueder, who often com-
peted at public exhibitions with a rival 
group, the Federfechter, German masters 
began to incorporate elements of this 
flashy, less practical form of swordsman-
ship into their repertoire. AB a result, the 
Kunst des Fechtens began a slow u-ansition 
from a no nonsense combat art to a more 
sport oriented school of fencing. 
By the mid 16th century, the Kunst 
des Fechtens was as popular among the 
growing middle class as it was among the 
nobility. As a result, many prominent 
masters gravitated towards the great mer-
chant cities of Germany, including 
Augsburg, Frankfurt, Nuremberg, and 
Strasbourg. Each of these cities were 
home to influential ma8tern whu pub-
lished treatises on the ritterliche Kunst (the 
knightly art). Christian Egenolff of 
Frankfurt published a printed manual 
which appeared in numerous editions 
between 1531 and 1558. The greatest •of 
the later masters, Joachim Meyer, published 
an important manual in Strasbourg in 
1570. This printed work was widely dis-
tributed throughout Germany, with various 
editions appearing until 1660. 
In addition to the traditional knightly 
weapons taught by Liechtenauer, Joachim 
Meyer's work includes an extensive section 
on the rapier. Meyer's comments show 
that he was not overly impressed by the · 
rapier, merely teaching its use because it 
was a commonly used weapon. In describ-
ing the use of the new weapon, he used 
I ,iechtenauer's technical vocabulary and 
principles, merely adapting them to the 
rapier - just as Hans Leckilchner had 
adapted them to the use of the Messer 
(falchion) a century before. 
Jakob Sutor's work of 1612 was the last 
manual that clearly faJls in Liechtenauer's 
tradition - although it devotes more cov-
erage to the rapier than il does to the long 
swo~d. & the use of body armor gradually 
declmed, so too did the need for the long 
sword. As a result, the use of the long 
sword gradually declined, until it faded 
from the scene at the end of the 17th cen-
tury. However, German prints depicting 
public fencing exhibitions with the long 
sword, falchion, stafi~ and other medieval 
weapons appear as late as 1750, and 
archival records make mention of isolated 
Fechtschulen taking place as late as 18.16. 
LIECHTENAUER'S ART 
"Liechtenauer's art," as it was often called, 
focused on the triad of knightly weapons: 
the lance, the long sword, and the dagger. 
His system taught the use of these 
weapons on foot and on horseback, both 
in and out of armor. Later masters broad-
ened this arsenal of weapons, incorporat-
ing techniques for the sword and buckler, 
staff, poleaxe, and other weapons. 
Wrestling was an integral part of his fight-
ing art; grappling and throwing tech-





signed for use on 
horseback, the ob-
ject being to pull or 
drag the opponent 
from the saddle. 
The centerpiece 
of Master Liecht-
enauer's system was 
the knightly long 
sword, since he 
believed the prin-
ciples of its use 
were applicable 
to all other 
swordsmanship. Unlike later fencing mas-
ters, whose students were trained to be 
specialists with the sword, the goal of the 
medieval fencing master was to produce a 
well roundeJ warrior who could acquit 
himself equally well with all weapons 
commonly in use. 
Another distinguishing feature is the 
variety of contexts in which the techniques 
were intendecl to be used. While small-
sword masters of the eighteenth century 
saw fencing as a graceful, gentlemanly 
accomplishment and as preparation for 
strictly-regulated duels, the medieval mas-
ter's curriculum prepared the student for 
no-holds-barred, life-or-death combat, 
both on the battlefield and off: Mounted 
techniques with sword and lance readied 
him for the single combats and small-unit 
skirmishes that characterized medieval war-
fare. Dismounted techniques specifically 
designed for armored combat served him 
equally well on the battlefield or during a 
judicial duel. Unarmored techniques, 
designed for use in street clothes, prepared 
him for violent encounters on 
the lawless roads and highways 
of medieval Europe. Finally, a 
sophisticated, jujutsu-like sys-
tem of unarmed combat 
ensured that he was able to 
defend himself when no 
weapons were at hand. 
As a result, the combat 
systems of medieval Europe 
are better thought of as mar-
tial arts than as schools of 
fencing. In fact, they are 
far more similar 
to the koryu 
(classical 
..,-;:£.-""·•··.,,""'martial sys-






"sword-taking" or disarming Japan than 
technique) with the long sword. h 
The swordsman on the right hooks t ey are to 
his pommel under his opponent's quif/ons modern fenc-
and over his wrist; by puffing downwards, he can wrench the weapon ing. Despite 






than a mere 
school of 
his opponent's neck; if the opponent has too strong of a grip on his this, many of 
sword, the swordsman will step in with his rear foot, using the blade the underly-
to pul! his oppo17ent backwards over his leg. Wrestling and disarming ing principles, 
techmques of this type were mtegral to all weapon arts included in the 
Kunst des Fechtens. (From Albrecht Duerer's manual of 15 7 2) and many of 
swordsmanship. In this sense, it was fully 
in keeping with the other doctrines of 
arms taught throughout Europe during 
the Middle Ages. The comprehensive 
nature of medieval fighting arts distin-
guishes them from later schools of 
the theories 
behind the techniques, are little different 
than those used in modern sport fencing 
with the epee. 
THE GERMAN LONGSWORD 
The weapon which the German masters 
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called the "long sword" was essentially 
what arms and armor experts would 
call a hand-and-a-half sword. Heavy 
enough to harm a fully armored 
knight, the long sword was still light 
enough to cope with a more mobile 
opponent. Against unarmored foes, it 
was used with two hands to cut, 
thrust, and parry. Against armored 
opponents, the swordsman grasped 
the middle of the blade with his left 
hand, while his right hand gripped 
the hilt. Held in this manner, the 
sword was used like a short spear, 
enabling forceful, accurate thrusts to 
be aimed at gaps in the opponent's 
armor. A third method was used when 
mounted; the swordsman wielded his 
sword in one hand, managing the 
horse's reins with the other, 
The long sword wa.s far lighter 
Three pairs of fencers, taken from Joachim Meyer's manual of 1570. This woodcut graphically illustrates the three 
primary methods of attack (cut, thrust, and drawing cut). In the foreground, the swordsman on the left executes 
a time cut with opposition, simultaneously striking his opponent and deflecting his attack. To the left rear, the 
swordsman on the right makes a high thrust at his opponent's throat. To the right rea1; the swordsman on the 
right makes a Schnitt or dmwlng cut against his opponent's arms. than is generally imagined; most sur-
viving specimens only weigh hetween 
three and fom pounds. Likewise, these 
swords are far shorter than is commonly 
believed. Most people carry a mental image 
of the two-handed sword carried hy 
infantry units in the 16th century, which 
sometimes measured over six feet in 
length. In reality, the long sword measured 
around four feet in length, at most four 
and a half feet. The Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art in New York has in its collec-
tion a matched set of practice long swords 
of a type illustrated in many of the 
German manuals. The statistics for these 
two swords follow: 
Ovcralllength: 50. 6" 
Blade length: 40.15" 
Weight: 2 pounds, 14 ounces 
Wielded by a skilled swordsman, the 
long sword was a devastating weapon. Its 
terrifying effect is well illustrated by this 
incident from Froissart's Chronicles, 
involving an English knight who was sur-
rounded and overwhelmed during the 
Peasant's Revolt of 1381: 
[The peasants} began to yell at 
him and shout: 'Put him to 
death!' Hearing this, he let go of 
his horse, drew a long Bordeaux 
sword which he carried, and 
began cutting and thrusting all 
A long sword "foil" in the co-
pictured in the German manuals. 
ring, while the flared ricasso 
around him, a love!,y sight to see. 
Few dared to come ne,tr him, 
and of those who did he cut off a 
foot or a head or an arm or a leg 
with every stroke he made. Even 
the boldest of them grew afraid of 
him. On that spot Sir Robert 
gave a marvelous display of 
swordsmanship. But those wicked 
men were more than sixty thou-
sand strong and they hurled and 
flung and shot their missiles at 
him until his armor was pierced 
through. To tell the truth, even if 
he had been a man of iron or 
steel, he could still not have got 
out alive, but first he killed a 
dozen of them stone dead, apart 
from those he wounded. Finally, 
he, was brought down and they 
cut off his arms and legs and 
carved up his body piece by piece. 
So died Sir Robert Salle .. .3 
A number of the illustrated German 
manuals graphically illustrate the cutting 
power of the long sword. !:<or example, 
Hans Tallloffer's manual from 1459 (the 
Copenhagen Codex) shows a swordsman 
who has sidestepped a polearm-wielding 
opponent; his downward cut with the 
long sword shears his opponent's head 
from its shoulders in a spray of blood. In 
another illustration, Talhoffer illustrates 
an iaido-like move in which the swords-
man simultaneously draws from the 
scabbard and strikes with his sword; the 
upwards cut neatly severs the sword 
hand of his oncoming opponent. 
LIECHTENAUER'S 
COMBAT PHILOSOPHY 
Liechtenauer's system of combat contains 
many tactical and technical elements typi-
cally thought of a., characteristic of modern 
fencing. Although these developments in 
the art of fence are usually credited to later 
rapier or smallsword masters, many of 
them are mentioned for the first time in 
the commentaries which explicate the 
great master's verses. Among his tactical 
approaches are many which the modern 
sport fencer would recognize: invitations, 
stop cuts, time attacks with opposition, 
parry riposte combinations, disengage-
ments, and a sophisticated use of pris de fer. 
Furthermore, Liechtenauer's teachings 
contain the earliest expression of m,u1y fun-
damental concepts still central to modern 
fencing: the four lines of attack, the division 
of the blade into forte and feeble, the time 
advantage of 
the thrust as 
1/ection of the Swiss National Museum in Zuerich. Practice swords of this type are frec1uently 
The rebated edges and spatu/ate tip reduce the liklihood of injury during practice and spar-
provides additional protection for the hands, 
opposed to the 
cut, and the 
importance of 
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keeping the point in line. His emphasis 
on seizing the initiative and remaining on 
the offensive is strikingly similar to the 
approach taken by modern epee coaches. 
The paragraphs below give a brief 
overview of the fundamental principles 
underlying Liechtenauer's system of 
swordsmanship. 'fhey are followed by a 
listing of the 17 l:lt!uptstuecke (primary 
techniques) which form the core of his 
technical repertoire. 
FOOTWORK 
Licchtenauer taught his students to make 
their attacks on the pass, stepping forward 
with the rear foot. 'fhe swordsman was 
trained to step forward with the foot on 
the same side that he was cutting from. 
Thus, if the swordsman intended to cut 
from the right side, he would initially 
position himself with his left foot forward. 
As he made his cut, he stepped fo1ward 
with his right foot. The same rule applied 
when a swordsman desired to cut from 
the left; positioning him~df with his right 
foot forward, he stepped forward with his 
left foot as he delivered the cut. This cut-
ting method allowed the swordsman to 
put his body weight inw the cut, while 
maintaining a balanced position. On the 
contrary, a swordsman who cut from one 
side while stepping from the other placed 
himself in a twisted, unbalanced position. 
This faulty cutting method also limited the 
range of his cut. 
When attacked, the swordsman was 
trained to step diagonally fo1ward with 
his rear foot, moving away from the 
incoming cut or thrust. This evasive foot-
work not only moved the swordsman out 
of the way of danger, but also served to 
rob the incoming blow of its force. In 
some cases, this evasive footwork took the 
form of a pivoting sidestep, identical to 
the Volte or lnquartata commonly used in 
the later rapier and smallsword schools. 
THE FOUR LINES OF ATTACK 
Master Liechtenauer divided the human 
body into four lines of attack, a division 
still used in modern fencing. He did this 
by drawing two imaginary lines through 
the body: one vertical, through the center 
line, the other horizontal, under the ribs. 
These lines divide the body into four 
quarters, each with particular techniques 
devised to attack it. At their most basic, 
these openings can be broken down into 
the right and left side of the head, and the 
right and left side of the body under the 
arms. The German masters trained their 
students always to attack the high lines in 
The Pflug (plow) and Ochs (ox) positions, two of Master Uechtenauer's four basic stances. The Pflug stance 
is best suited to cuts and thrusts from below, while the Ochs stance is best for making cuts and thrusts from 
above. (From Peter van Danzig's manual of 1452) 
preference to the low lines. Not only are 
these targets close1; but they are also harder 
to defend. In addition, a successful hit on 
the upper openings is far more likely to be 
lethal than a blow to the lower areas. 
THE BASIC CUTS 
Liechtenauer taught that only two basic 
types of cut could be made with the long 
sword: downward cuts, known as 
Oberhau (over cuts) and upward cuts, 
known as Unterhau (under cuts). Since 
each of these cuts could be delivered from 
either the right or left side, four basic cuts 
resulted. When cutting from the right, 
the swordsman's wrists were uncrossed; 
when cutting from the left, his wrists 
were crossed. 
Elaborating on the four basic cuts, 
the German masters trained their students 
to make cuts from eight directions. 
Downward cuts could be made either ver-
tically or diagonally. Upward cuts could 
likewise be made either diagonally or ver-
tically. Horizontal cuts were also used 
from either side. Furthermore, each of 
these cuts could be made with either the 
· front edge or the back edge of the blade. 
Despite this complexity, Liechtenauer 
emphasized that all of these cuts were 
merely variations of the four basic cuts 
mentioned above. 
THE BASIC THRUSTS 
Despite the common misconception that 
thrusting techniques first appeared in the 
Renaissance, Master Liechtenauer fully 
appreciated the value of the thrust. 
Hundreds of years before the advent of the 
smallsword, he trained his pupils to keep 
the point in line when parrying, following 
up with a quick riposte at the nearest target. 
Against swordsmen who cut widely around 
from an engaged position, he advocated 
using a stop thrust, citing the time advan-
tage of the thrust over the cut. His repertoire 
even included sophisticated techniques in 
which the swordsman exposed an opening 
to invite his opponent's thrust, countering 
with a time thrust with opposition. 
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As with the cuts, Liechtenauer divided 
thrusting techniques into two categories: 
thrusts from above (obere Ansetzen) and 
thrusts from below (ttntere Ametzen). Since 
each of these thrusts could be made from 
both right and left, four basic thrusts 
resulted. Thrusts from above were usually _ 
made with the hand~ held high, with the 
blade sloping downward toward the oppo-
nent. Thrusts from below were generally 
made with the hands held low, the blade 
inclining upward toward the adversary. 
When thrusting from the right, the swords-
man's wrists were crossed; when thrusting 
from the left, his wrists were uncrossed. 
THE DRA\VING CUTS 
Liechtenauer taught that there were three 
primary forms of attack: the thrust, used at 
long range; the cut, used at medium range; 
and the drawing cut, used at close range. 
The drawing cut was known as the Schnitt 
(slice), since it was made by forcefully draw-
ing the .edge against the opponent's target 
with a slicing motion. Usu~tlly targeting 
the hands, wrists, and arms, these drawing 
cuts could be delivered from either side in 
a downward direction ( Oberschnitt) or an 
upward direction ( Unterschuitt). As with 
the cuts and thrusts, this resulted in four 
basic drawing cuts. 
Liechtenauer called these three attack 
options - thrust, cut, and drawing cut - the 
Drey Wunder (three wou.nders). Knowing 
which of the three options to use was one 
of the most important skills in combat. 
The choice of which attack to Lise was 
largely based on the swordsman's distance 
from the opponent: the thrust was a long 
range attack, die cut was used at medium 
range, while the Schnitt was most effective 
at close range. Choo~ing the wrong option 
was a potentially fatal mistake, since the 
swordsman would have to adjust his dis-
tance to compensate, losing valuable time 
in the process. 
ALTERNATE FORMS OF ATTACK 
Aside from the three primary attack forms 
mentioned above, Liechtenauer u-ained 
his students to use a variety of other 
attacks as well. At dose quarters, a 
swordsman might strike his opponent in 
the face or chest with tl1e pommel of his 
sword. \Vrestling was a favored option, 
with an emphasis on throws and disarm-
ing techniques. Hans Talhoffer's manual 
from 1467 even illustrates a technique in 
which the swordsman delivers a snap kick 
to his opponent's stomach. 
-~-
() 
The vom Dach (from the roof) and Alber (fool) positions, the other two stances recommended by Master 
Liechtenauer. The vom Dach stance is an offensive stance, while the Alber stance is defensive in nature. 
(From Peter von Danzig's manual of 1452) 
THE STANCES 
Liechtenauer sternly warned against tarry-
ing too long in a fighting stance, since he 
believed a swordsmw1 is heticr off attacking 
his opponent than lingering in a static 
position. Waiting passively in a stance only 
served to relinquish the initiative to the 
opponent, making the swordsman a ready 
mark for his adversary's attacks. Instead, he 
thought of stances merely as starting points 
for attacks, rath.:r than guard positions. 
Liechtcnaucr disapproved of the 
multiplicity of stances advocated by other 
contemporary masters. Accordingly, he 
advised his pupils to limit themselves to 
four stances: Ochs (ox), Pffog (plow), 
Alber (fool), and vom Dach (from the 
roof). Although each stance had a left and 
right side variation, Liechtenauer consid-
ered the right side ver:;ions to b" more 
important, since attacks from the right are 
more powerful than those from the left. 
Despite his admonition to use only these 
stances, later masters developed a vast 
numbet of fencing postures, which they 
ji.tstified as variations of the original four. 
Master Liechtenauer's four stances follow: 
Ochs (ox): In this stance, the swordsman 
stands with his left foot forward, holding 
the sword near the right side of his head 
with his wrists crossed. The blade slopes 
downward, pointing at his opponent's 
face. This drooping blade position gives 
the stance its name, since it resembles the 
lowered horns of an ox. The Ochs is a 
high stance, best suited for delivering cuts 
and thrusts from above. 
Pflug (plow): In the Pflug stance, the 
swordsman stands with his left foot for-
ward, holding his sword at waist level, the 
pommel near his right hip, with his wrists 
crossed. His blade slopes upward, point-
ing toward his adversary's face. The Pflug 
is a low stance which places the swords-
man in an ideal position to cut or thrust 
upward at his opponent. 
Alber (fool): In this stance, the swordsman 
stands with either foot forward, stretching 
his sword out in front of him with the 
point directed at the ground. The Alber 
is a low sta11ce which places the swords-
man in an optimum position for defense. 
It takes its name from Liechtenauer's 
belief that only a fool stays on the defen-
sive, relinquishing the initiative to his 
opponent. Despite this, he acknowledged 
the superior defensive qualities of this 
stance by (continued on page 28) 








2ln 2lpproach to ).Broadsword 
by John Robert Beardsley and Paul Dennhardt 
1e key elements for the development of an a.pproach to broadsword came from 
falhoffer's Fechtbuch published in 1467. This book consists of a series of plates 
depicting broadsword play in the high Renaissance style as practiced in 
Germany. Hans Talhoffer, who refers to himself as "Ich, Talhoffer, der Konig der 
Fectmeister," or "I, Talhoffer, the king of the fight masters," was born in 1412 and 
taught in Vienna. 
Talhoffer's spirit seemed to infiltrate the 1997 National Stage Combat Workshops. 
As J. R. Beardsley was preparing for the Broadsword class he was teaching at the work-
shop, he came across a xeroxed copy ofTalhoffer's manuscript in the SAFD library. 
Jean Kerr, an SAFD actor/combatant attending the advanced workshop who is fluent 
in German was able to translate the text. Another happy accident just happened when 
Lewis Shaw showed up with new broadswords in the high German Renaissance style 
for Beard,ley and his assistant Paul Dennliardt enabling them to test the moves they 
were discovering in the manuscript. It seemed clear that Talhoffer's work was meant 
to be reexamined. 
Using· falhoffer' s illustrations as a source of inspiration, and guided by the transla-
tions provided by Jean Kerr, as well as Linda McCollum's research and documentation 
on the period and style of swordplay, Beardsley and Dennhardt began exploring this 




Tafel 13: Strikes to Two Upper Places 
TI-IE GRIP 
The method of gripping the sword plays an important part in this style of broadsword. 
Generally, the hands are shown in a spaced grip with the left hand resting on the pom-
mel and the tight hand on the grip next to the quillons. ('lee Tafel 13.) 
The pommels are round or pear shaped in appearance. In practice, the research 
team found that an oppositional grip (with outward pressure being applied on the pom-
mel while the right hand pulls in towards the body) allows for more efficient manipu-
lation of the weapon during combat. In addition we found that in switching grips and 
using reinforced parries holding the sword in unorthodox ways, the sword took on the 
appearance of a spear or quarterstaff in its flow of movement, 
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GUARDS 
Talhoffer's plates depict several different 
guards or positions from which to launch 
an attack. Working freely from the illus-
trations, Beardsley established six guards; 
Four primary guards and two additional 
guards. The four primary guards were 
found effective for thrusts or inverted ver-
tical cuts from low to high. The two sec-
ondary guards were effective for down-
ward vertical head attacks. The four pri-
mary guards. two high, inside and outside 
and two low inside and outside. In all of 
these guards the sword is held with a 
spaced grip, with one hand by quillons 
and the other hand on the pommel. (See 
'l.tifel 2.) 
Tafel 2: Descending Cut -[Ex] Change Cut 
Moreover, the blades are tilted at an 
angle and the points oriented towards the 
opponent. The two additional guards are 
executed with the left arm extended in front 
of the body, as though to grapple with the 
opponent, with the sword held alterna-
tively behind the body with the ground or 
across the back, over the right shoulder, and 
with the hilt hidden behind the head. All 
of the guards and the attacks seemed to 
- give the action an Asian flavor and a much 
better and logical flow to the movement. 
PARRY POSITIONS 
Based on the research team's examination 
ofTallioffer's plates it became evident that 
he advocated the use of reinforced parries 
with one hand on the grip of the sword 
and the other on the blade. (See Tafel 66.) 
Beardsley and Dcnnhardt incorpo-
rated several of the:sc parry positions into 
the NSCW Skills Proficiency Test Fight. 
Tafel 66: (Position [Stance]) against the stab and 
slit in the arm 
l 
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Tafel 33: The Death Blow (A blow with the sword handle (or grip) 
There are seven reinforced panies altogether: high and low 
prime, high secondc, tierce, carte, high quinte and low quinte. 
Talhoffer advocates many attacks using the hilt of the sword to 
bludgeon one's opponent, making the use of a reinforced party 
advisable. Plate 33 shows the use of what Talhoffer calls the 
Mordschlag or death blow with the hilt of the sword. 
Plate 53 shows the same strike being parried with a rein-
Tafel 53 Here the death blow ;s displaced (parried), and he slits his throat 
forced parry of quinte. Clearly, this was a brutal blow if success-
fully landed. 
THRUSTS 
Most thrusts come from the guard positions mentioned above 
and are delivered by rotating the hands in a corkscrew fashion 
turning the hands from pronation to supination or vice versa. 
(See Tafel 16) 
It allows the combatant to execute a thrust and return 
Tafel 16 The grasp [stance] against the Iron Door [Iron door(cut)J 





Tafel 35 From the freed cut, fall out (lunge) into fighting distance [the target zone] 
immcdiatdy to one of the en garde positions mentioned above 
and proved usefi.1I when executing thrmt drills on the pass. 
However, Talhoffer also illustrates a reinforced thrust with 
one hand on the grip and the other hand on the forte of the 
blade, presumably to increase the penetrating power of the 
thrust, (See Tafel35) 
J:-100TWORK 
The team hJ.S complimented this work with Payson Burt and 
Brad \Valler's footwork system as illustrated in the work Of Paces, 
All movement is made on the pass with evasions made on the 
cross, thwart or slip. 
GRAPPLING 
Egerton Castle, in Schools and Masters of Fence, described 
medieval swordplay as a brutal affair, Castle states "The rou.gh 
and untutored fighting of the Middle Ages represented faithful-
ly the reign of brute force in social life as well as in politics. 
The stoutest arm and the weightiest sword won the day." 
Talhoffcr would seem to agree, Many ofTalhoffer's plates (i.e. 7, 
29, 30, 34, 37, 57, 59, 64 and 65) show extensive use ofin fight-
ing and grappling techniques including throws, kicks, arm locks 
and tripping, (See 'Ji:tfel 29) 
1alhoffer specifically advocates kicks to the groin or knee 
Tafel 29 From the engagement, reach over the blade, grab and throw(wrestle) 
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Tafel 67 1\dva11ce llnd thrust to the foce 
clclh-cred in conjunction with some other offensive mo-vcmcnt. 
Reardslev and Dennhardt have added rough and tumble grap-
pling techniques like those listed above to the Skills Pro-
ficiency Test Fight to complim.:nt the period flavor of the 
blade work. 
Tafel 58 After the death blow, nm awaVt take the offense, then again hit and 
slit[rip](with the parry siaff) 
THE POMMEL 
In acldition to the cur and thrust play depicted rhroughout 
Talhoffers Fechtbuch there are numerous plates illustrating the 
use of the pommel and hilt as a bludgeon, both for striking and 
Tafel 63 !-le intends to strike- getting ready 







lil , .. 
I 
i: 
thrusting. Often these blows are directed at the head or chin, 
with additional blows to the body. (See Tafel 67) 
One plate shows a combatant hooking his opponent around 
the neck with the hilt of his sword. (See Tafel 58) This style of 
fighting seems to involve a lot of inside fighting with the deliv-
ery ofcrushing blows as well as cuts. (See Tafel 63) 
THE BEARDSLEY TECHNIQUE 
In addition to the focus on Talhoffer's two handed style of 
broadsword play Beardsley has developed drills and acting exer-
cises based upon his Technique of Stage Combat Training. 
Combining text, music, neuu-al mask, animal imagery and cen-
tering exercises, Beardsley encourages the student to develop 
their Warrior Spirit. The use of Shakespeare phrases with drill 
and choreography helps focus the warrior's action to the word 
and the word to the action. These drills also strengthen voice and 
breath control. The music helps in establishing timing and 
rhythm. This work is reinforced by Stanislavski based character 
analysis combined with physical acting choices to develop char-
acter walks, mannerisms and centers. This technique was 
inspired by the work of Jeffery Bihr who has trained extensively 
with the Suzuld Method of theatrical training. 
The hope is to fur1 her devdop, transhte and research the 
broadsword technique from Talhoffers Fechthuch and to establish 
a foundation for creating choreography, terminology, and katas 
developed with music to be used as teaching tools in stage combat. 
Tafel 64 After getting ready, then throw (wrestle) 
Special Thanks 
Beardsley would like to thank his collaborators Paul Dennhardt, Jean Kerr 
and Linda McCollum. Special thanks are also due to Payson Burt for his pennis-
sion to incorporate the system of footwork published in Of Paces and Lewis Shaw 
for providing the wonderfol weapons used in the development of this work. 
Notes on the Tafel Plates: 
P.,renthesk Words in parenthesii; are insertions placed by the translator, 
who in 1887 translated the old German into new German. 
Brackets: Words in brackets are insertions Jean Kerr has made to give the 
reader options in interpreting the illustrations. In German, one word can mean 
many different things. 
The system of footwork used in this article is from Of Paces: a manual on 
footwork for stage combat written by Payson Burt. Original concept by Payson 
Burt and Brad \v'aller. 
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~ PREPARED is not just a motto 
~ :~r the Boy Scouts. It is an 
absolure necessity if one hopes to 
achieve success in the murky and turbu-
lent waters of a show business career. 
Every performer will eventually face the 
unique demands of an action scene, often 
one that includes weapons. Such opportu-
nities can dynamically define character 
and story, providing the actor has the 
skills necessary to create and deliver a safe, 
exciting performance. I juggle two full 
tin-ie careers. On camera, I have been for-
tunate enough to play a variety of villains 
on series television, including Star Trek 
Voyager; Highlander, the Series; Sinbad; 
Babylon 5; Renegade; and Conctn, the 
Adventurer. In a host of feature films f 
have battled Tom Cruise, Patrick Swayze, 
Dolph Lundgren, David Carradine, Ellen 
Barkin, Richard Grieco, Don Wilson, and 
Joe Lewis. Behind the scenes, I have been 
a professional weapons coordinato1· and 
choreographer for twenty-four years, 
training and staging action for such lumi-
.. 
rene.~es 
naries as Michelle Pfeiffer, Anjelica 
Huston, Charlton Heston, Richard 
Chamberlain, Dolph Lundgren, Placido 
Domingo, and literally hundreds of others. 
BE PREPARED, because one is going to 
need every skill one has ever cultivated to 
make the best of what is invariably an 
impossible situation. 
Performers and choreographers must 
be story tellers and problem solvers. We 
transform difficulties into opportunities 
that articulate character and ddve our story 
forward. Action probes the visceral realm, 
the deep emotions and baggage everyone 
carries. All that is needed to seduce an 
audience into actively participating in 
one's fantasy is one's own unique creative 
perspective, an intimate knowledge of 
camera angles and story presentation, and 
superb execution of superior technique. 
That is just for starters. Like a great nov-
elist, choices guide the audience, enticing 
them to supply the details that are personal 
and most affecting to chem. They are no 
longer in their heads, one is tapping well-
o/ t1nfAt>1 P-e- ~,ts 
springs of emotions deep in their guts. 
And they will love it. That is the goal, that 
is the plan. Bttt beware. Working in film 
and television is a miasma of distractions, 
delays, and last minute changes that must 
be turned to advantage. 
The greatest enemy is time. 
Essentially, there is none. Somehow one 
must heg, borrow, and steal what one can, 
but no matter what they promise, one will 
always end up with far too little to do the 
job the way one would like. I got my start 
in theater choreographing action for 
dozens of productions at the Old Globe 
Theater in San Diego, the Ahmanson 
Theater and Mark ]aper Forum in Los 
Angeles and a variety of sites up and down 
the coast of California. I have kept my 
stage chops up by maintaining my position 
as fight director for the Los Angeles Music 
Center Opera since its inception in 1985. 
I have drunk the heady waters of prepara-
tion, training and rehearsal that only 
working on stage can offer. I have savored 
the luxury of carefully constructed safety 


























protocols and the cultivation of sensitivity 
to distance and timing. Granted, the 
schedule is always harried, but one gets to 
evaluate, then develop the techniques one 
can optimistically expect one's performers 
to perform on opening night. It is always 
a challenge, but the growth is palpable 
and the rewards eminently satisfying. Kiss 
this goodbye on any television set and 
most film locations. 
I remember how arrogant I used to be. 
I could do better than the junk I saw on 
television and was happy to tell anyone who 
would listen. Then I got my first taste of 
life in the fast lane. Two coordinators, 
Ronny Ronde! and Snuffy Harrison were 
juggling the action for a series of projects 
including Fantasy Island (As I have said, 
this was a long time ago). They asked me 
to stage the sword action for a Don Juan 
rapier duel. I met Ricardo Montalban and 
Fernando Rey at about 10 p.m. It was the 
end of their work day so no rehearsal was 
possible. I arrived on set at 7 a.m. the next 
morning and the first thing the director 
wanted to see was the actors performing the 
finished fight. Now I have had no chance 
to train or even evaluate the performers, 
and the director wants to shoot the finished 
product. Incredibly this is more often the 
norm than the exception. The standard 
quick fix is to double the actors. Never 
mind the added dimension and credibility 
an actor enjoys when the audience realizes 
he is really wielding the weapon himself. 
Michelle Pfeiffer performed all her 
own whip work as Catwoman in Batrnan 
Retttrns. Our training dramatically changed 
the way she moved and afforded her. a 
range of additional choices to dynamically 
articulate her character. Her achievements 
gave her portrayal an enormous boost. I 
have never understood why most producers 
would rather pay forty crew members to 
stand around and wait while the director 
struggles to get something mediocre on 
"Make a plan, 
but be ready to 
abandon everything 
and start from scratch 
when it's the only way 
to get it done. This 
happens all the time. 
One can only wing it 
when one has the 
skills to fly. " 
film rather than pay three people to 
rehearse and create a superior product that 
everyone is proud of. Obviously there are 
times when it is necessary to double an . 
actor, but Ricardo Montalban is a con-
summate actor and a product of the old 
studio system's rigorous training regimen. 
He was able and anxious to do the work 
himself and quickly absorbed the simple 
routine I had planned. But, as the star of 
the show, he was in nearly every scene. 
Rehearsal was virtually nonexistent. Rey 
had not enjoyed the prior training afforded 
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Montalban anJ was an absolute stranger to 
the sword. The pressures of time were quite 
his undoing. He had trouble mastering 
the most basic combinations. I was called 
on to double Montalban for the fight 
scene master and for Reys closeups and 
over the shoulder coverage. As a former 
collegiate sabre champion, I was confident 
but appalled when I was reduced to saying, 
"Just come at me, Fernando, try to hit me. 
Don't worry, J'll parry." It was the only 
way to get the shot. But I learned an 
invaluable lesson. Never again would I 
criticize another choreographer's work 
when they were doing their very best in 
the face of the impossible. And, if this was 
how the game is played, there had to be a 
way to give myself an edge. 
I learned to never stop learning! That 
was my edge and my only hope. One has 
only the tools one possesses and can bring 
with him to the set that day. Do the home 
work. Feed the mind with research and 
hone the physical skills with practice. 
Investigate different weapons and study a 
variety of styles. They will change the per-
ceptions and offer different timings and 
syncopated rhythms to season the work. 
The greater the knowledge, the more 
options and choices one can draw on to 
overcome the obstacles that will be tl1rown 
in the path. Make a plan, but be ready to 
abandon everything and start from 
scratch when that is the only way to get it 
done. This happens all the time. One can 
only wing it when one has the skills to fly. 
Time will always be the enemy. I sug-
gested a story and fighting style based on 
the Spanish "Mysterious Circle" to the 
producers of Highlander, the Series and 
was rewarded with the guest starring role 
in a episolle titled "Duende," written for 
me and filmed in Paris. Braun McAsh, the 
sword master, and I evolved three rapier 
and dagger duels culminating in an out-
door finale to be fought on the Mysterious 
Circle itself. 'fhe night before, Adrian 
Paul had never seen the completed final 
routine. He called a half-hour break in 
filming, he is a producer so he can do 
that, and Braun md I -showed him the 
final fight for the first time. The next day, 
we filmed in a driving rain, on a surface ~s 
slippery as ice with only the rehearsal we 
could manage while standing in the 
downpour. Braun pronounced it the most 
complicated one-on-one combat in his 
five-year history with the show. It was 
tough, but the rain provided million-dollar 
production value and the lack of rehearsal 
gave the fight a real edge. 
Similarly, when I guest starred on 
Conan, the Adventurer, an El Nino hurri-
cane flipped our schedule and pushed our 
final fight to the first day instead of the last. 
The sword master, Kiyoshi Yamazaki had 
shown me a rough version of his ideas an 
hour earlier. He knew my background and 
welcomed my input but warned that Ralf 
Moeller, the star, would have no time to 
rehearse. So I kept my adjustments to a 
minimum but requested an additional 
phrase to enhance the story. I met Moeller 
when he walked onto the set in costume and 
Yamazaki showed us both the newly 
extended fight for the first time. We had five 
minutes to walk our way through the chore-
ography while tl1e whole crew watched 
and waited. Then the director demanded 
we start shooting before he got any farther 
behind schedule. We literally rehearsed on 
film, shooting a little more of the action 
with each take. I wielded Conan's heavy 
steel broadswotd, the Sword of Atlantis, 
while Moeller was swinging a two-handed 
aluminum monstrosity. Within five min-
utes, we were shooting the entire fight, in 
its entirety, at an intensity that had the crew 
cheering. But this was forced labor, We had 
no time to discover a common rhythm to 
build our character choices around. And 
it required all my training and experience 
to constantly adapt to Moeller's energy 
and changing distances so we could work 
safely at that level of performance. 
Master the basics - di,tance, timing, 
footwork, and an unbroken sensitivity to 
the partner's energy. These are the build-
ing blocks and they must be razor sharp 
and laser dean. One will almost always be 
working with a stranger. One must possess 
the skills to instantly adapt and constantly 
adjust both distance and technique in 
order to maintain safety and lift the chore-
ography from simple survival and 
mechanical execution, to the highest levels 
of dynamic story performance. All action 
should be character Jriven and story moti-
vated. Pay attention to detail. Einstein 
says, "God is in the details." The art is in 
the choices one makes and one's ability to 
execute the subtle differences each adjust-
ment carves into the character's story. 
In spite of my dire predictions, 
every once in awhile, it all works like it is 
supposed to, I had the opportunity this 
summer to guest star 011 the series Sinbad. 
It was one of the most pleasurable working 
experiences I have ever had. We filmed in 
Cape Town, South Africa, but that was 
just the beginning of the ad'Venture. Here 
are some of the highlights from my journal. 
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~1- /'evd !~e resmie 1 !)/J.f' he/'Des, 1fe fif'SI /,pf of '"! Jmuha Mn- 1-/,e, shnfllJ /;,sA, ) t 
~ frDn/4hM wrl-l-. .Z---e.11 JDe.S jml; 1/s Ae ln'es ft> {rt.e. 1-k &7rA011) f z_.,._n )uJ.s 8- s,uli' Slde.vm •l'ij rahs 11,e, u,d 1 7' wAjo if 
1 Sl',!J,r /1,t s,/;lr} l''b/11 /.is 1/iJ,/vl wi!-/. 1 1/l.r, l-t.en wr.i ks 11ed ;;/jj 1// mil-;,,~, <5,~b,,ls /4,,.J Mbl':l', 11,L rl-s l<S in/-z, 1-1,, exeih,'J 1,,-Je r 
j Jr"J h1in "ff 1-/.e /ifMn /.,, fl,e j1b1J.11J Z-en ,./;,,s ve'/ armfo,l-..bk Je. lse ..sea.h:,n /~,,l:_fJ.11 0/e,,J I,.,/ e11,1is1D11d awl Ilia-I- we ev'r>hd ' 
111e;u'7,..f11y /7,e six-f'l•I-- Ji-r h, /-1,e JrDNtj ,!lowir:J i/S {D Jc, ,./( /)IJ.t lrl {)/Ir' ,el.u,s;,ls before he l:fl--. ¼& enemies, bM11J o/ /1,e /~nSID/1 }i 
i l'/brl wil,ht,v./ do1<bles, I Ip .L.e11 lD1Je..s a- &At1u, serie.s 1>( wArl IJ.rMJs, !J,1 Ai>v'e. h, Jn8,/11/2i11 /))I IAe. wA/· r~ kt l-1,,e dis/,;nae elose. iJ-/lj i.,--f sadde.117 revtfse d1ml1on; wr; l,,s ~s a,;i/ ;.w1k l,1,. ,ff ms fuf. J,;,,vl!IAS ,a.n,/ rov'lde.s er_1.1al rrrh111t1es f1> envelt>;, tJ./)tf,e iJ-/1j r,11 i -
)) ,t /ilf!e J,,,11J-/2,,-l,,,11J Mlj 7-,en b,t-Js fee h, j"ab /HIOI-J.e,, S,/bf'J. £ r/J.;' /)rrnenl- /)ff b,./;,.)IN!, I 
f di:Saa,, /))It, (Jf '"I DWI! me/I ,,nJ /J.Se !-1.e swt-rl i11 my "11,f ;;11) 1-/,e ,;/,r 1fe ,mr;;sse ends ,,iii-/,, ,. sarise k;J. f rt>m <5,~b,,,j /-J,.,,,!- !!,;;!'f'/U i-
i 1n ~v le'f k •. nl fD jf','ve- Aim thf'D,A 1--/,,e, ert>,ld, F-v'~tne r(;,.,J e.1,~.il-eJ 1-t.e fj/,1- ;;il//)SS .. IIJJ,f'('!),/ kJre rE>tlllillj 1-t.e bp/e{)lf/t:S, 1k w'IJI~ rf 
! wi/1. !Ae ft>Dhjt., -r;;,oml{ we'll M11Hnae 1-t.e ;;;1/,/)/1 fb 1-/,e, f'O()fh,rs NI.( ,ryM-iny suf,~e W!>S /)nf !-1.m. feel bal-- 1-1-.e/'e were Sl/.f1 m;;h 
,.;/,.e,,e fl! fnlf Mf'WI' 15mb,,d (!)I ,,, )la,f'l'/)W k.✓.r) SD/nt h:le11ttfve feel- NI 1-1,e, Jrbti/lj pi- b~lt>w Iii r;;se ,le 'sir, __[ 1/fl Ju,Jedf ryAl---/4,,xd 
r,ff 1--1,,, J"DlirlJ. bf'le)l/e}, b/J.I- _l r;;a/i!J.e /2, ,kve!tt "?1 wei ..si'Je, ,_'5,.;ila.J.iny !-1.e ,.;!,r 
I Na11k,e.l over 1-1,, "'Be,.s/" sci- a-1,d ,,;'a/el, Z-en 1-Jot'se !1.e ,11J swo,J f11m 17 k(f ID "7 f'y/,1-- !,,,11J .>11/ b,.,,f "Jai11 ,e.;;~ ke;l-
werewDI(' ff!- ,,.if~ /-J,e ol?Jn! /zc,m ,,,rd &er:,,ye @'au-, Ifs Jl>i'1J /2, me v11 17 hes, Pi<ol1j /-1,e fve ,e11J /21<.e 1,f 1-/,,e ,.a/11>11 ,[ ,,,,..11,,je. 
(1>ok 1rJ .r /-Je. a- su!-- nex!- h, !~e. rbd~eef'S; <J1>rd1;11 Iv{ arKJ (, !-o di,mm U1nb;;J ;;11/ f1,r,u. km //) w;;/k !Ae. f/4n/4 fr, ih re7 edj"; f 
L-ar1 /<-.;,.Ski~ 1'/lj eomrli.,,,enl- L--e11s ..1,il7, fh h;;s !-1.e e,nl-/,IJ.sia-sm J,yl, a/,t,ve, 1-/,e, utJwd, 1/n!)l-/,t,f' kf-J.Mlj ,.;l,r /J.r'1'J.. rs /um fr, 1-/,,e, 1' 
pnJ fair of ,, 1/)/J., Fff{)/ f}l/1, ,1,11) ii- sl.{)w.s in I-Ae ,(t,rk, ffs 1' ff8Jrle) 1'/1j f rr1'/'e "'! SWbf'j f{)(' fl.e (!./)/1.f le Jr .. ae, fh.en/2111 l 
· J,.,i; arysM Jd>,. 111/,I-· ,,.,,J l~e su1 bD!>ms M 1-/,,e, ~Js at,v'e.t'e) 1--/,,e, ;;af?'on wi·/-t. l/,ree. e,;;ner;,.sj ,,. el',1,11e, 9!'01J.nJ sAt>f, >nd J,,,11J- ~· 
Zen Gasner, Photo By ?a/A--' · 1, 1 11 I 11 J 
-- ·- vamson Cou I D1J.r:Y1de r11e Adi ~f)v'tr;;4e fl,,.!- Mre.J euh t>f.. /AS OIi sv.e~essive ~es. ~n;one .,• 
• -- -"""""~.,~sy Atlantis Films. J r I f 
1 · -=-·-· -, ... ,.,,,in,,. f !t,oJ hhs Je&j,/2) wil-/, 1-/,,e sefuenee, Mid espui,//,; 1-/,e, (a~J- !-1,,,f D11e M;,,/j ~\. 
cm::F t:-•1 _ii I ' I I 
1 ur ;,.nJ 1-t.e,·es sa, ii- 1hs Z-e11 "''j me 1-t.e e11hre hme. 
fl,, '-'>D1<!4m, _£ l,,..J hmi: /2,, ati1j" and i!.k,J ,1;/-/4 Z---e1, bf"" I,,, d,sl.,i 
TJ,,;t'sd"'f tpJ11.sf JI 
Tfe k,.m,,, }°ls l,..ve MrJJ./1rj 8- rt17 1'11j Jddi"ii7 jmli11r z_.,._/1 
i/,flj J ti i~ wl,,ere we. kfl-- off i1fu • Vlt1D/AS SW~f'j s11d wtr 
t;<c/2/J,/jf, ,,"Le11 hals /nt b,,ckw,,,,,Js 1nl-D a fwl- s/211) ·@re11h11 1,h11l---
ei ;,. l()SS of ,1j1117 JJ.lil J"es ;ne ,, dt,se, r /2, "e.yi.shr 1-/,e f"/)/'1t/1f-. 
1/:i- f sit ;;mt,;'Js!- 1-/,,e J1J.iae, Ui11b,..J 1>f(ef's '7 <cA11-f';;c/-e-f' faf'/1,,t' swNa' 
kss()ns ;;nJ r;;c.es foi- l-t.e roofl7s, k1111j me awi' from Ais b11.Jdi'e.J 
i/,fiJ flieif' !,;;I( /4 lo fru !Ae 6j1/4on, tn"'J »- r-lial;);/e evil !)i,i,f'-
k,"J 7r; J 1 M/!r'Se fo//1,J/, z.~/1 e!1MIA/1/21's ;; jl<fl-f'j ;;11) /2-;,.)e,s 
his swf)f'j foi- ,,, isl', .r sw,/a/, h>nds w,1-/,, !-1.e wl"f l>tlj SWbf'j lb 
1,ff ,4, fi11isJ. /1,e, nyJ.! s/.N>I--. f/2 wP,,leJ /4arJ p, Ais sU&, /,;;inl!:J !. 
fut' r;;,s ;;( 1-/,e. resh_J;o/J.S ,.d.1:1 =Je,"f 4'{1:~·f?1111 Lo11do11, l 
hinJ whYe. k ,./sb >(f"Mhd ft, be ,. fiJf.l M>tJrli~..hr, HlS f 
!Dve for H,e wo/4 is v? tri-e11!- l>tlj ,.,.kes a- l,,e diffuenae tn ~-
!1.e ?, 1J.»-k'7 tf his (:JAls Mj !J.e ef (ul1iJe,,ess Df /J.e. sfoo,/, f /2// ! 
/,,'», f I-Ao':JA!- k J,,,,,s !Ae s;;me syee,n 0!r,/r7 pS f::m/ fft11; ,.11J 1-
bf m/ rvs of slnf w,1-/, 1-t.~ jre..f- fentJJl1J m,,s/2.f', /<-.,f J, ;;.ifner; l,~· 
1,1/,1, J,,.j bw1 b/ft. ~f f}nn s l-eae/,,ei-s, f ,,/st, i-ek/2 '"( s/27 ~f ,~ 
ll,e lime J.- /,//eJ !-lie. 111ab7;;,,,l:,/e. si/,-s!.b1J.c(/4f'J bnld.e.s. f /,;,J bee11 l 
,,J/eJ in h, ah/J1 et>Jr3tA /<i,urlD M,:,11/2/tan and fi_r11d/1Jc, f'-1 !>11 \,} 
;;.n!:,1 fs~nd ,,11J !1> d/)abk N{o11h/b,,.11 s/,()11,/d 1! f'l!v'e 11=:ss7 } 
Me.t1 £ .wen!- lo eli .. ,e infD f-k w;,,rJ,-obe., J.- /t;J..d pf- 1-1,e 11;,.me i 
-!' /2J in Hie fl>tlh, -;r~ rnh wei-e fd,al,7 from 0;h111 'ft(MJ, tJbv,- t. 
{JIJ.S7 bepre i}nn Ail-- ;I- bj; be{!.;;ase /-J,,e /2J re,,,}, 'F-a-rl F/y1111,)) J. 
0omebne ,,;'a.s ,f,,,/i, fol' /-1,e rev1ec,,;'s ho le in before b1Jf/.ei-i11j h, f 
}e,1-- !-i.e. rlt, "'JAi- J f IS !-1.e S!)t'i-- !)f rem1~Je/' !/,al-- /4~ps ()11/ S i 
eyo ,~ aAeJ ~ 
1,!i,1 l 




Jj,d Feldman (MacDuft L) and Tod Zimmerman (MacBeth) safe <!It the University of Ariionq. Photo by John F/oreiJc,e 
CHO~f:OGRAPHING A Si AGE: FIGHT 
by Mark Shelley 
(Reprinted by kind permission of the British Fight Director Magazine) 
surfaces and 0111.St be free of any kind of 
impediments. On occasion large nails used 
for spiking a previous stage set are left stick-
ing up out of the floor and can easily go 
unnoticed. Stage managers must check the 
entire area well before the start of technical 
W. hrn .one is called upon to direct a s_tage fight, there are a n.umber of simple hints rehearsals. Shoes must also have good firm which wnl help to ensure that tbmgs run smoothly during the early stage of soles and heels and must be pliable enough 
rehearsals. Ideally, one should be given a large room for rehearsals or one at least the .same to allow adequate flexion for the feet. 
size as the acting area or stage one is to perform on. Those who are familiar with Lighting the stage fight is also impor-
Shake~peare's tragedy H,unlet will know that plenty of room is ===--========= tant and should be 
required on stage for the conventional duel between Hamlet and « ,-11: •t t designed so the combat-
Laertes. In large scale productions such as those sometimes staged at • • • SU11 ice t O ants can sec each other 
the British Natienal Theatre and by The Royal Shakespeare h and each other's 
Company iliere is normally sufficient room for a large cast plus atten- say t. 'at weapons clearly at all 
dant men at arms, courtiers and so forth but with many plays which times and from every 
contain a stage fight the space is often barely adequate. However, fencinu and conceivable angle with-
where a stage fight has to be performed cast members need to be at a O out it getting into their 
safe distance from the combatants. The Hamlet fight rehearsals d l eyes or causing too 
involve other leading and supporting cast members so it is not advis- Stage SWO'n 'P ay much reflection from 
able to try and rehearse sequences like this· piecemeal. I have always lr /_ any part of the set and 
detested what I call "window ledge dueling" although performing in are like cha ll that includes possibly 
confined spaa:s can be useful as an experiment and often necessary bright shields or higl1ly 
when working in fringe theatre.* The armed actors have their work and cheese" polished sword and 
cut out for them enough (no pun intended) without having to look sahre guards. The ere-
out for the safety of others in the cast. The height of the ceiling is also ation of shadows to 
important too . .A11 actor of six feet in height with a vertically extended sword arm requires enhance the overall effect is ideal as is the 
at least a clearance of ten to Lwelve fret. 'The all around radius of the fighting ,11:ea has to use of mirrors or moving Gobos but it 
be much htgcr where the actors are moving around a lot. If the ideal space is not availahle must be done with the minimal distraction 
either do a <liffen.:nt play or rehearse in a barn or in the open air. If someone asks me what to the fight actors. 
I suggest should it begin to snow I give up. Basically one has to use one's imagination but The weapons (if any are to be used) 
I prefer not to disorientate my actors in any way if it can be avoided. No one should expect should be the same type as those which are 
their players to perform or rehearse in cramped conditions. Tt is possible to rehearse fight going to be used in performance and 
moves in a small space before moving to a suitable venue but where other moves and dia- should be the same length and weight. 
logue are also involved I think it courts danger. Spare swords of the exact same type and in 
Still on the subject of safi.:ty, all floor areas used for the fight must have non slippery pristine condition should be on hand in 
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the event of sudden breakage. I have 
always maintaine,l that it is bl'.tter to use the 
same weapon for both rehearsals and per-
formance. Once an actor gets used to the 
feel, balance and weight of a sword it 
would be foolish to expect him to use 
something which is altogether different for 
the performance. An analogy would be to 
expect a champion golfer to practice with 
different clubs to those lie intended to use 
in competition. Actors can be thrown very 
easily which is a term commonly used 
here for confusing their train of thought. 
The actor must look upon his sword 
as an extension of his sword arm., even to 
the extent of trying to imagine that the 
very nerves in his arm have begun to reach 
down to his ~word poinL 
I ha,·c actually hcen accused of being 
too fastidious on the odd occasion but I 
know from experience that one must not 
attempt to change things once the actors 
have settled into the routine. Unless the 
script calls for different weapons to be used 
during a particular fight, it is safer to use 
the swor<l one is used to. Weapons must be 
regularly inspected for Wl'.:tr and tear. Stress 
fractures which may be present might not 
be visible to the naked eye so if blades in 
very good condition or new blades can be 
employed so much the better. 
In conventional drama it goes without 
saying that sword or other weapons to be 
used must be of the correct period. If the 
duel or fight takes plaCi.: in a restoration 
drama set in the l 700s or l 790s as in the 
case of Les Liaisons Dangereuses, then 
smallswords would be used. The restoration 
style of foncing/swordplay 5hould ideally 
be used also but with some artistic license. 
The grip, guards and stance are of a 
particular style for this type of drama and 
will be dealt with in a later article. 
If the fight master has a hand in the 
casting, he would uy to cast actors of simi-
lar height and build unless otherwise stated. 
With comedy or burlesque, these rules 
need not be so rigid. 
One would think that seasoned 
fencers would be the best choice for the 
dueling parts but my experience has 
shown that this is not alway~ the case. 
Many experienced fencers are set in their 
ways and are not always the easiest actors 
to direct. Fencers are trained to hit fast 
and h,ird ,tt body targets and arc well used 
to riposting (answering) at lightning 
speed. Without getting embroiled in the 
sport of fencing suffice it to say that foncing 
and stage swordplay are like chalk and 
cheese. The target areas used by actors ,ire 
placed a good few inches in front of the 
body so should an actor forget to parry 
(defl.:ct) a particular lunge to his chest say, 
the aimed strike would never reach him. 
A different tempo, rhythm, speed and 
technique is employed in the stage or 
screen fight and this, which is a supreme art 
in itself has to be taught from the begin-
ning to actors and fencers alike. The fight 
actors must be fairly malleable to a large 
extent, as the chor-eographer must not 
only follow a prearranged fight script called 
with got up close to me and whispered 
"We'll have to wing it." This meant that 
he had somehow forgotten the next 
sequence, so we had to literally attack and 
defend without trying to connect with 
each other's boLlies. When the time came 
for the kill a prearranged signal was given 
and my eolleague was suitably run 
through to tumultuous applause. 
If two people are really good ,words-
men, it is quite possible to engage in 
expert swordplay intermixed with a mun-
ber of fancy prearranged moves. It is mote 
difficult to perform a live ~tage fight than 
a fight notation, 
but often wants the 
actors to fight in 
character. The 
fight moves wbich 
the actors are given 
could go against a 





prefer actors with 
scant or little 
knowledge of fenc-
ing. It is better to 
give the actors 
The Rover at the Guthrie required David "Pops" Doersch to choreograph (/ to r) 
Christopher Bayes, Mark W. Deakins, Don /-larvey, William Francis McGuire, and Stephen 
Yoakum and others in a massive brawl. · 
basic fencing training to an appreciable 
level then teach them dramatic swordplay. 
A real fight is ugly, competition fencing 
can be boring to watch if one doesn't 
understand it hut a well executed stage 
fight is beautiful to watch. But then, I am 
biased. 
When things go wrong during a stage 
fight in the thealre, it is quite often due to 
the fight going out of sequence. It could be 
due to one of the actors losing the tempo 
causing him to speed up or slow down. 
Other causes could include the actor sim-
ply forgetting a move in much the same 
way as an actor can forget a line or cue 
word. For these re~ons it is bc::st to give 
actors a set of backup moves which can be 
easily integrated into the routine. The 
actors can either run the whole sequence 
again or perform a second scql).ence hy 
using a prearranged signal. These signals 
can vary from suddenly stepping back and 
opening one's guard to wiping the back of 
one's hand across the forehead, but they 
must not appear to be too obvious. 
I must confess that when a gutsy 
swordfight I was engaged in suddenly 
went wrong the stuntman 1 was fighting 
to perform for the cameras. Adequate 
rehearsal time is important as is having a 
good rapport with one's fellow actor 
There has to be a paw.:rn to the fight 
as so many moves are identical. Things 
like changing position or dropping the 
guard suddenly can mean the start of 
anothet sequence or phrase but it is also 
helpful to remembei· that the sound of the 
blades can be just as helpful in learning 
the fight. So many cuts, parries and 
thrusts betvrcen changes of position begin 
to sound like a sheet of music with its 
own: tempo rhythm. If one wants the fight 
to succeed and one is proud of his profes-
sion then very littk: should go wrong bur 
it entails a lot of hard work alld attention 
to detail. Remember that a good stage or 
screen fight is a dialogue not a monologue 
and that one must perform in chamctt:r. If 
producns and theatre managers want to 
see good performances they most agree to 
provides the actors with the best equip-
ment available, plenty of work space and 
adequate rehearsal lime. 


















t I ,, 
JOHANNES 'JLEICHTENAUER 
(co11tin11edfrom page 13) 
including it among his four. Other ma.,-
ten; agreed, judging by another name for 
this stance the eiserne Pforte (Iron Gate). 
Vom Dach (from the roof): In this stance, 
also called von Tag, the swordsm,1n stands 
with his left foot forward, resting his 
sword blade on his right shoulder; the 
blade slopes upwards behind him at 
approximately a 45-degrce ,tngle. 1\ltcr-
natcly, the swordsman can hold his sword 
over his head with his arms outstretched, 
the point behind him. Like the Ochs, this 
is a high stance, placing the swordsman in 
an ideal position to deliver cuts and 
thrusts from above. 
the initiative and go on the offensive. 
Liechtenauer taught that a swordsman 
who accepts this turn of events passively 
and merely parries his opponent's blows 
will eventually be struck and defeated. 
His preferred method for regaining the 
initiative was to make a time attack with 
opposition, striking in such a way that the 
sword simultaneously deflects the incom-
ing blow and hits the opponent. As 
Joachim Meyer wrote in his manual of 
1570: "A good fighter never parric.:.,; 
rather, if his opponent clll's, he cuts too; if 
his opponent steps, he steps too; if his 
opponent thrusts, he thrusts too." 
Another method of regaining the ini-
tiativ..: was to parry the incoming blow, 
replying with an immediate riposte before 
the opponent renewed his attack. 
"Lieehtenauer taught that a good 
swordsman opposed strength with 
weakness, and weakness with strength. " 
OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE PRINCIPLES 
Liechtenauer taught thac a good swords-
man always strikes the first blow, seizing 
the initiative before his opponent has the 
chance. Whether this first attack hits or 
misses is irrelevant, since it forces the 
opponent to parry the blow. Regardless of 
the outcome of the first strike, the swords-
man should keep attacking, showering 
blows on his opponent. This keeps the 
enemy on the defensive, merely reacting to 
the rain of attacks. Ideally, the opponent is 
kept so busy defending himself that he 
never has the opportunity to launch any 
attacks of his own. Any pause in this 
onslaught is a grave mistake, since it gives· 
the enemy an opportunity to regain the 
initiative and go on the offensive. 
Furthermore, a good swordsman 
varies his attacks - cutting, thrusting, 
striking with the pommel of the sword, 
even dosing in to wrestle with the oppo-
nent. He also varies his targtts, sometimes 
attacking. the high lines, other times the 
low lines, sometimes to the left, some-
times to the right. This variety serves to 
keep the opponent off balance, forcing 
him to concentrate on protecting himself 
rather than on returning to the offense. 
If the opponent attacks first, the 
swordsman's goal is to somehow regain 
However, since the attacker was already in 
motion, Liechtenaucr believed that it was 
easier for him to renew his attack than for 
the defender to riposte. As a result, he dis-
couraged the use of parries, although he 
recognized that at times a swordsman has 
no choice. 
THE ANATOMY OF THE SWORD 
Liechtenauer divided the blade of the 
sword into two parts, known as the St,,rk 
(strong) and the Schuiech (weak). The Stark 
reaches from the hilt up to the middle of 
the blade; since this part of the blade is 
closest to the hands, it ha., the greatest 
leverage. Thus, the Stark is the defensive 
part of the sword, used for parrying an 
opponent's blows. The Schwech is the 
remainder of the blade, extending from 
the mid section to the point of the sword. 
Since it is farthest from the hands, this 
part of the blade has the least amount of 
leverage. The Schwech i1> the offensive part 
of the blade, used for cutting and thrusting. 
\Vhenever the blades crossed, 
Liechtenauer trained his students to use 
the Stark of their blade to gain control of 
the Sch,vech of the opposing sword. By 
applying superior leverage, the swords-
man could gain control of his adversary's 
sword and clear an opening for attack. 
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Mastery of this skill - the proper applica-
tion of lcvera~e - was considered essential 
in close combat, where the swords often 
came intu contact. A whole :;eric, of tech-
niques, known as the Winden, were based 
on this form of blade manipulation. 
Never leaving his opponent's blade, the 
swordsman used his Stark to clear an 
opening, while simultaneously striking 
him with the Schwech. 
GAUGJN'G 11-lli 0PPONhN1''S BLADE PRESSURE 
Closely related to the use of leverage 
described above was the idea of hard and 
soft pressure on the blade, Liechtenauer 
taught that whenever a swordsman 
crossed blades with an opponent, he 
should immediately gauge whether the 
force exerted by the opposing blade was 
Hart (hard) or Weich (soft). Hard pressure 
was when the opposing sword pressed 
forcefully against the swordsman's blade. 
Soft pressure was when the adversary 
exerted minimal pressure when the 
swords were <.:ros,ed. The amount of pres-
sure exerted by the opponent phyed a key 
role in determining which technique the 
swordsman would use next. 
Uechtenaucr taught that a good 
swordsman opposed stl"cngth with weak-
ness, and weakness with strength. If the 
opponent pressed forcefully against the 
swordsman's blade, he oppused this 
strength with weakness: suddenly giving 
vl'ay, he released his opponent's blade, cut-
ting around or thrusting underneath to 
the other side. On the othc.:r han<l, if his 
aclversary exerted little force when the 
swords crossed, the swordsman opposed 
. this weakness with strength: using the 
Stark (strong) of his blade to apply supe-
rior leverage, he forced the opposing blade 
aside, clearing an opening for a thrust, 
cut, or Schnitt. 
According to the Liechtenauer, the 
ability to properly gauge the opponent's 
pressure on the blade was the greatest skill 
in swordsmanship. If a swordsman gauged 
the pressure correctly and made an appro-
priate response, the opponent would be 
struck before he was aware of what had 
happened. A soft opponent would find 
his blade forced aside, with neither the 
kverage nor the time required to counter 
the incoming attack. A hard opponent 
would find his blade traveling swiftly in 
the wrong direction, away from the 
incoming attack which he needed to 
parry. The more force he exerted, the fur-
ther and faster his blade moved when the 
pressure was released, and the more he 
exposed himself on chc other side. 
Trm PHASES OF CmmAT 
The German masters divided combat into 
two phases.4 The first phase of combat was 
called the Zufechten. In this phase, the 
swordsman appro,tched his adversary from 
outside of striking distance. AB he closed 
in, he observed his opponent, seeking an 
appropriate opening for attack. Since his 
flghtiug s1,mce predetermined, to a certain 
extent, the types of attack he could make 
from it, he would attempt to mask his 
intentions by shifting from one stance to 
another as he clo:;ed in. Once he re,tchcd 
striking distance, he selected a stance to 
fight from and assumed that position, 
The moment the swordsman came 
within striking distance was considered a 
crucial one, which would largely decide the 
outcome of the fight. Liechtenauer's com-
bat philosophy was heavily oriented toward 
the offense, since he believed the attacker 
enjoyed a great advantage over the 
defender. As a result, the swordsman's goal 
was to strike the first blow, forcing his 
adversary onto the defensive. This offensive 
principle was known as Vor (before); the 
swordsman who seized the initiative left 
his opponent in the defensive, reactive 
state known as Nach (after). The single 
concern of the swordsman who lost the 
initiative was to somehow regain it, 
allowing him to mount his own attacks. If 
he merely contented himself with parry-
ing and remaining on the defensive, he 
would eventually be stmck and defeated. 
Stepping swiftly toward his opponent, 
the swordsman made his first attack. This 
attack was usually either a cut made with 
the very tip of the blade or a thrust, since 
tl1ese two attacks had the greatest reach. If 
possible, the swordsman made his first 
attack from the right side, since attacks 
from the right were coflsidered sU-onger 
than those made from the left. Further-
more, the swordsman tried to strike at his 
opponent's high lines, since these openings 
were not only closer to him, but produced 
more decisive results if hit. 
When closing distance, the swords-
man struck at hb opponent's body, rather 
than at his sword. Liecl1tenauer believed 
that every action a swordsman makes 
should th;eaten the opponent, forcing him 
to pa.Lry unless he wants to be hit. As a 
result, he saw beating the opponent's 
weapon as a grave error, since it puses no 
immediate threat to the opponent. Instead, 
it gives the enemy a chance to evade the 
bc,tt and regain the initiative by attacking. 
Conversely, he trained his pupils to evade 
the opponent's sword whenever he 
attempted to beat the blade, seizing the 
1n1t1at1ve and attacking the momentary 
opening which this move created. 
If his opponent managed to attack 
first, the swordsman attempted to regain 
the initiative by counterattacking, striking 
the opponent while simultaneously 
blocking or evading his attack. The core 
of Liechtenauer's technical repertoire was a 
series of five cuts, known as the Meisterhrtu 
(master blows), which were specifically 
designed to accomplish this goal. 
Once the swordsman closed distance 
with his opponent, the next phase of com-
bat began. Known alternately as the Krieg 
(war) or Handarbeit (handiwork), this 
phase consisted of a continuation of the 
fight at close quarters. If his initial attack 
was successfol, the s-wordsm;in kept striking 
until his enemy was incapable uf resistance, 
Tf the opponent parried the initial attack, 
he swiftly renewed his attack, striking at a 
different target. The swordsman soughr to 
avoid contact with his opponent's parries, 
since any blade contact slowed the pace of 
the attack, giving the opponent a chance.: to 
seize the initiative. If the blades crossed, the 
swordsman quickly gauged the force 
exerted by his opponent's blade, using soft 
or hard techniques as appropriate. If the 
pressure was weak, he used hard techniques, 
using superior leYerage to create an opening 
for attack. If his opponent pressed force-
considered most useful in combat. 
Although I have used the term technique, 
they are better thought of as series of tech-
niques, since each includes multiple vari-
ations for use in different situations. 
1. The Zornhau (rage cut): This is a 
diagonal downwards cut, made from the 
right shoulder. Used as a time cut with 
opposition, it deflects the enemy's attack 
while simultaneously sti-iking him in the 
face with the point. This cut derives its 
name from Licchtenauer's observation 
that a swordsman striking in anger will 
instinctively me this cut. 
2. The Krumphttu (crooked cut): This is a 
dow11wards cut with the back edge of {;he 
blade, usually made as a stop cut to the 
opponent's wrists. As he cuts, the swords-
man uses evasive footwork tu avoid the 
enemy's ,tttaek. The name is based on the 
crooked or twisted position of the swords-
man's wrists, which are crossed in the 
process of making the blow. 
3. The Zwerchhau (cross cut): This hori-
zontal cut is a time cut with opposition 
which simultaneously deflects the oppo-
nent's downward cut and strikes him on 
the side of the head. The name derives 
from the horizontal trajectory of the blow. 
"Liechtenauer's combat philosophy was 
heavily oriented toward the offense, since he 
believed the attacker enjoyed a great 
advantage over the defender. " 
fully against his blade, he responded with 
soft techniques, using his uwn strength 
against him. Forcing him to respond to 
une threat after anotl1er, the swordsman 
sought to dictate his opponent's moves. 
Ideally, the swordsman never let his adver-
sary strike a blow, raining down attacks 
until he finally succumbed. 
THE PRIMARY TECHNIQUES 
WITH THE LONG SWORD 
Master Liechtenauer's verses list seventeen 
Hauptstuecke (primary techniques) used in 
unarmored combat with the long sword. 
The first five arc the .lvfoisterhau, a series 
of especially effective cuts made with the 
sword. They are followed by another 
twelve techniques which Liechtenauer 
4. The Schielhau (squinting cut): This is a 
downwards cut, made with the back edge 
of the blade. Used as a time cut with 
opposition, the Schielhau simultaneously 
deflects the opponent's attack and strikes 
him on the shouldc.:r or neck. Thi:. cut is 
made with a pivoting sidestep, identical to 
the Volte or Inquartara used hy the later 
rapier and smallsword schools. In the final 
position, the swordsman can only see his 
opponent out of one eye; hence the name. 
5. The Scheitelhau (scalp cut): A vertical 
downwards cut at the opponent's head, 
made with the yery tip of the blade; this is 
followed by an angulated remise. The 
initial attack is made with the front edge 
of the blade; the remise is made with 
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either the back edge or the point, reach-
ing over the opponent's parry to strike 
his head. The name is derived from the 
target of the attack. 
6. The Vier Leger (four stances): Described 
in the main body of this article, these a1·e 
the Ochs (ox), Pflug (plow), Alber (fool), 
and vom Dach (from the roof). 
7. The Vier Versetzen (four counters): 
These are specific methods for attacking 
each of the four stances mentioned 
above. This series of verses also contains 
methods for dealing with an opponent 
who parries the swordsman's initial attack. 
The name comes from the specialized 
attacks which counter the defensive 
advantages of particular stances. 
8. Nachraissen (attacking after): Generally 
speaking, these are a series of stop attacks 
and time attacks, designed to regain the 
initiative for the swordsman whose 
opponent attacks first. Alternately, they 
can be used with an invitation, leaving an 
opening to bait the opponent and then 
counterattacking. The name refers to the 
timing of the technique, since the swords-
man allows his opponent to attack first 
before counterattacking. 
9. Ueberlauffen (overrunning): If the 
opponent strikes at the lower parts of the 
body, the swordsman is instructed to ignore 
the attack, instead cutting or thrusting at 
the upper parts of his adversary's body. 
Thus, he outreaches the opponent's attack. 
IO. Absetzen (setting aside): Methods for 
parrying an opponent's cuts and thrusts. 
Although some of these are simply parry 
riposte combinations, others are time 
thrusts made with opposition, which 
simultaneously deflect the incoming 
attack and strike the opponent. The name 
is based on the motion with which the 
opponent's incoming <1tt.ick is deflected. 
11. Durchwechseln (changing through): 
These techniques ate blade evasions, 
designed to allow the swordsman to avoid 
contact with the opponent's blade. They 
are used when the opponent attempts to 
parry the swordsman's attack, or when the 
opponent attempts to beat the swords-
man's point aside. The name derives from 
the manner in which the swordsman 
changes the direction of his attack by 
passing underneath his opponent's blade. 
There are many variations of this tech-
nique; some of these arc nearly identical 
to the modern fencer's disengagement. 
12. Zucken (pulling or drawing): Repetitive, 
moulinet-stylc cuts, designed to defeat an 
opponent's parries. The name refers to 
motion with which the sword is pulled or 
swung around the swordsman's head 
while striking from one side to the other. 
13. D11rchtauffen (ninning through): 
Grappling and throwing techniques used 
at close quarters. The technique takes its 
name from the way in which the swords-
man runs underneath his opponent's arms, 
swiftly closing to grappling distance. 
14. Abschneiden (slicing down): These 
drawing cuts are generally used as stop 
cuts against the opponent's arms or wrists. 
Made with a slicing motion against one or 
both of the opponent's .arms, they are 
divided into Oberschnitt (made with a 
downwards motion) and Unterschnitt 
(made in an upwards direction). 
15. Hende Trucken (pressing the hands): 
Similar to Abschneiden, these tech-
niques are stop cuts directed at the 
opponent's hands. 
16. The Zwai Hengen (two hangers): 
These are the primary engagements formed 
when the blades cross. This series of tech-
niques deals with the tactical approaches 
which arc most useful from these engaged 
positions. The name is derived from the 
way in which the sword blade hangs 
downwards toward the ground in some of 
the engagements described. 
17. The Acht Winden (eight windings): A 
specialized series of attacks made with 
opposition, used once the blades have 
crossed. Some of them take the form of 
angulated attacks, while others are more 
similar to binds. These techniques allow 
the swordsman to retain control of the 
opposing sword, while simultaneously 
clearing an opening for attack. The name 
is based on the winding, turning motion 
of the sword along its axis as the swords-
man uses this technique. 
FOOTNOTES 
1, Th-: vredS{; time period encompasM.:J. by lhe term "medkval" 1s a 
matter of dehatc1 with historians, an expcll's, and linguists ead1 apply~ 
ing their own criteria, Alrhough some or thesi; manuals clearly d,1te frow 
the Renaissance, I believe they are still properly characterized as 
medieval, Bolh the long sword and th~· art of its use originated during 
medieval limes, Purthermore, it was often refened to as the ritterlkhe 
Kunst (k.nibhtly .i.rt) even )n the 17th century, Of the sixty or so su1 •;iv~ 
ing manuals> at least r,venty~flve date from before the year 1500, 
2; It is hnportam to note i;hat the art of the sword was already well 
developed in Gertuany by Liechtenaucr's timr. In fact, the earliest sur, 
viving manual of fem;e, dating from Lhe late l 200s1 is of German origin, 
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This manual, w!.ich neat~ or the sword and buckler, t~ currently in the 
collection of the Royal Armouries in Leeds, Enr;land, Master 
I ,iechtenauer's imJ'()rtanLL was as a S}'Stemati7('t' and teacher, rather than 
ai. an mvenwr. 
j, This excerpt is taken from the 1968 t1anshiti0n by Geoffrey 
Brereton, published hy Pi!nguin Books. 
4. Later masters (r.g. Joachim Meyer) also l11clude a third phase of 
combat, Abzlehen (retreat), However, Lhis was not chat·acteristic of' the 
school as a whole. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
GERMAN FFNCTNG MANUALS 
The following :11e sr,me of the mor1• im1,,•rtan 1 manuals in 
Liechtenauer's school, arranged in roughly chronological order: 
Hanko Doebring{'r'.r Hawbiech; Codex M.~. 3227a nr the German 
National Museum in Nuremberg, Dating from 1389, this is the ear~ 
lie.st ,vork containii1c 1:he verses of Johannes Liechtenaucr. 
Sigm11nd Rhigerki Frchtbwh; t\-Iscr. Dresd, C 487, .)t:ite Library of 
Sa..xony, Dresden, Gerrn:my. This impmtant wo1l, dat,'1 to some time 
in the 1440s. 
Hans JalhofferS Perhtburh (G'otha Codex); Ms, Ch:irt, A 558, Research 
J .ibrary at Schloss Pricdenstein, Gorha, Germany. This work, which 
dates from 1443, was the fo-,st of many published hy 'lalhoffet, It is the 
Grirliest work co11t:1ining rhe text on wrestling by \1ast('r Ott Lhc Jew, 
Anonymous Fecl•r/mch: Codex I.6.4o.2. Central Ubrriry of the 
Unh·ersity of Augsburg. Thi,., Look contains- at lt:ast two 15th century 
works which were larer hound together. 
Peter von Danzig's Fechthurh; Codex 44 A 8 at rhe Library of the 
National Academy (Lincei e Corsiniana) in R.ome, Italy. This inflt1en · 
tial manual dates from 1452. 
Jud Lew} Fechtbuth; Codex L6.4o.3, Cenrrnl Libmry of the C'nivel'siq 
of Augsburg. Th.ii, impurn111t work dmes !Wm ai.onnJ. 1450-1460. 
Paulus Kai's FCl'htbuch; Codex Germanicus 1)0'/ at Ll1e State Library of 
Bavaria, Munich, Germany. This manual dates from around 1460-1470, 
Hans Ta!hoffer} J:i'echtbuch (Munich Codex)i Codex Icon. 394a at the 
State Library of ilavad,1. ln Munich, Germ.i.ny, Tl1is work, which dat<.:s 
from 1467, was th.e last ofTaU1offer's manuals.. 
Johaimes Leckuechner1' Pe~·hrbuch; Codex Geunanku,., 582 al the St,1te 
Ubrary ofBaval'W. in Mw1ich, Ge1many. 'l'liis m,111ual dates from 1482. 
Peter Falkner} i''cchtbui·h; Manuscript P 5012 ;11 1he J\1t History Museum 
in Vienna, Austria, A Haupimann (Captain) of Lbe Marxbruedcr~ 
Fallmer's mamwl appears 10 dare from the 1490s. 
Albrecht Duercr': Fetf,JJU.ch; Manuscript 26-,'_}2 ,u the Graphics 
Collection at the Albcl'tina Museum, Viennu, Aust 1ia, This work d:ucs 
from 1512. Albrecht Duerer was the iw>st impon,1nt artist of the 
Renaissance in Northern Europe, Although Duet·cr was not a fencing 
master himselr, he a1)peai.~ to have been intim,11ely, r.11niliar with the an. 
Andre Pauernfoindt's Fe,·htbuch (Ergrundu11~~ Ritti:rlt'cher Kunst da 
Fechterey). Thb -wo1k was printed ln Vknna, Austria, in 1516. A 
French translatio1\ wa, published in 153S. 
Joerg Vlilhahn's l'er:hd:,ch; Codex Gei manirn,; 3711 at the St.Uc 
Library of Bavaria in Mtrnich, Germany. This work dates from 152·/,-
23. Wilhalm produ~ed ,1 number of maminls which survive, 
Christt'an Egenoljf's Fech1huch (Der Aitenn F'..'l'htcr .111 fangliche Kunst ... ). 
Pdnted in Frankfurt am Main, this manual appe~red in many editions 
from 1531 to 1558, j\1{any copies of tfii~ work exist at librnries 
throughout Eqrope and rhe United States. 
Gregor Erhart Qf Augsburg} F{'chtbuch; formerly Codex I.6,4o.4 a( the 
Ubrary of the lTnivcrslty of Augsburg. This ·work date~ fr01n 1513. 
Until recently thoup;ht to be lost, lt was recently discovered by 
Professor Sydney Anglo at the Scott Collection in Glasgow, Scotlanrl. 
Paulus Hector Mcdr} Ferhtbuch; Mscr, Drcsrl, C 9~/94, State Librnry 
of Saxony, Dresden, Germany. This work dates from around 1550. lt 
ls a monumen1·.1l, two-volume compenrlium, nver 1,000 pages long. 
Mair produced two other compenJia which are nead;· a:. long. 
Joachim Jfeyer~ Fechtbucb (Grund:!iche Buchreibrmg de;:.J<unst des 
Fechtens). Printed In St1asbourg (Alsace) in 1570; n second edition wa,~ 
published in Augsburg in 1600, This imrorta11t worl~ can be found 
in many libraries in Europe and the Unitrrl States, 
Jakob Sutor~ Frrhtbuch (New Kuemtlfrhrr Ftchtbuch). This work was 
printed in Frankfurt ;un M:iin ln l 612. fhis i.i.te work devotes more 
space to the rapier than it does to the long 1.word. 
. -~r=· 
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The WARRIOR and TAXES 
by Neil H. Fishman, CPA 
W ith the signing of the Taxpayer Relief Act of l 997(TRA), significant changes involve the U.S. tax• 
payer. However, it would not hnrt to check the tax 
laws of many countries. A warrior and others need to take the 
offensive position. Some of the changes are as follows. 
INDMDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS 
When is a good time for the warrior to start saving for retire-
ment? Right now. The self-employed, or employed having no 
retirement plan, can set up an Individual Retirement Account 
(IRA). The individual can put away up to $2,000 a year into this 
account against earned income, and this is an adjustment to your 
gross income. Furthermore, the income earned on this account is 
not subject to tax until the funds are withdrawn, which in most 
cases is not allowed until the age of 59 1/2. Early withdrawal suf-
fers a penalty of 10 percent of the funds withdrawn, as well as, 
added income to the regular ii1come tax. 
Changes under the Taxpayer Relief Act '97 include 
+-- non-working spouses are now eligible to make 
$2,000 IRA contributions even if the working spouse is covered 
by an employer's plan, beginning in 1998, subject to an Adjusted 
Gross Income (AGI) phaseout ($150,000 to $160,000); 
a gradual increase in the AGI phaseout for deductible 
IRA's, beginning in 2003 and reaching $80,000 in 2007 for joint 
filers and $50,000 in 2005 for single filers; 
new education IRA's permitting annual contributions 
of $500 per child per year, subject to AGI phaseout beginning at 
$95,000 (single) and $150,000 ( joint); 
a new back-loaded Roth IRA becomes available in 
1998. Contributions to it are non-deductible, but earning can be 
withdrawn free-of-tax provided that the account has been held 
for at least five years. Distributions are not made until age 59 
1/2, death, disability, or for the purchase of a first home, subject 
to AGI phaseout ($95,000 to $110,000 single, $150,000 to 
$160,000 Joint); 
and rules for converting deductible IRA's to Roth IRA's. 
HEALTH INSURANCE FOR 
SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS 
A major concern these days is health insurance. As the cost of 
health care rises, people are joining some form of Health 
Maintenance Organization (HMO) whether on their own, or 
through their place of work For the employed, health insurance 
is paid through the company, but a self-employed person is 
responsible for his own health insurance. Several years ago, a law 
was enacted to allow the self-employed person to take a credit for 
a portion of their medical insurance premiums. It has not 
changed, except that in future years, the amount allowed ,1s an 
adjustment to income will increase. In 1997, an individual is 
allowed to take 40 percent of his premiums for medical insurance 
as an above-the-line adjustment to income. This amount will 
increase to 45 percent for 1998 and 1999, 50 percent for 2000 
& 2001, and will gr,1dually increase to 100 percent in 2007. 
OTHER CHANGES UNDER THE 
TAXPAYER RELIEI-l ACT '97 
+--Anew HOPE education credit of up to $1,500 per 
student per year for qualified post-secondary tuition, comisting 
of 100 percent of the first $1,000 in expenses, and 50 percent of 
the next $1,000, beginning in 1998 (subject to AGI phaseout, 
starting at $40,000 for single filers; $80,000 joint filers); 
A new lifelong learning credit of20 percent on the first 
$5,000 of qualified education expenses through 2002, and the first 
$10,000 thereafter. This credit can be spread out as the taxpayer 
choos<.:s, but is subject to the same AGI limits as the HOPE credit; 
An above-the-line deduction for up to $2,500 in stu-
dent loan interest (to a maximum of $1,000 in 1998) for the 
first five years of the loan; 
+-- An extension of Code Section 127 exclusion for 
employer-provided education assistance through May 31, 2000; 
A $400 per child tax credit ($500 in 1999), phased 
out as AGI exceeds $110,000 joint, $75,000 single or head of 
household. And $55,000 married filing separately; 
+-- Modification of the rules regarding the home office 
deduction starting in 1999; 
+-- An exclusion of up to $250,000 ($500,000 joint) of 
gain on d1e sale of a primary residence, available once every two 
years, retroactive to May 7, 1997; 
A new 20 percent maximum rate on long-term capi-
tal gains, retroactive to May 7, 1997; 
A change from 12 to 18 months in the holding peri-
od for a capital asset to qualify as long-tertn, for assets sold after 
July 28, J 997; 
The IRS is now authorized to accept payment by 
credit card. 
THINGS TO DO FOR THE FUTURE 
Keep accurate records. It is the responsibility of a taxpayer to 
have accurate and adequate records in the event of an audit by 
the IRS or a state/ city taxing authority. Should this ever happen, 
it is extremely important to have supporting documentation for 
everything on a tax return. For income on a tax return, yon must 
have a W2 or 1099 form to suppoi-t that which is reported. For 
the deductions, an individual should have a record of every 
penny spent. If classes are taken in stage combat, voice, etc., th_e 
taxpayer pays by check. The canceled check is your receipt. 
When an individual pays by cash, it is the responsibility of the 
individual to ask fot a receipt. If one is teaching independently, 
one should issue receipt for payments received as well as, keeping 
track of all expenses. An excellent way to keep track of expenses 
is to buy a calendar and keep a daily record of what, where, and 
how money was spent. 
Have more taken out now. When a person works on film or 
television projects, he is most likely asked to fill out a pay voucher 
each day. Many performers will put down the maximum number 
of dependents allowed. In doing this, they insure the most return 
on a day's wages. However, the clever warrior will put clown the 
minimum number of dependents. When he receives his check, 
he will nut have as much money as the other group; however he 
will faire a lot better at tax time. It is better to get by on less now, 
and perhaps end up with new-found money than to lose one's 
head trying to scrape around to pay a tax liability. 
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by Dale Anthony Girard 
Hobbs, William. flGHT DIREC1ION FOR STAGE AND 
SCREEN. London: A&C Black, ISBN 0-7136-4022-7, 1995 I 
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann; Reed Publishing Inc., 1995 I 
Canada: Reed Books Canada, ISBN 0-435-08680-4, 1995. Pp. 
143. Paperback, with 106 illustrations (32 B&W production 
stills, 74 drawings- 35 demonstrating technique) and index. 
Jf;:ght Directio:t for Stage and Scr:een, the -~ost 1:ecent offer-mg to the literary world by famed Br1t1sh Fight Master 
William Hobbs, is a well deserved third edition to his 
197 6 text Techniques of the Stage Fight.I This new edition is by far 
the best of the three. ln Fight Direction Mr. Hobbs seems to open 
up more than he has in the past two editions and lets the reader 
peer into his craft and technique. This edition is also laid out 
better, arranging production photos and illustrations to coincide 
with the text. 
Fight Direction is geared towards experienced actors, direc-
tors, and fight arrangers, offering a 
resource of information on a variety of 
topics included under the broad head-
ing of "fight direction," The new for-
ward for this edition (which precedes 
Sir Laurence Olivier's) is by film direc-
tor Roman Polanski. Mr. Polanski 
praises Mr. Hobbs's creativity and skill 
saying, "He can stage fights, teach them 
and fight them better than anyone" [p. 
8]. Both Mr. Polanski and Sir Olivier 
share a fond affection for the work of 
Mr. Hobbs and praise his safe and 
effective approach to fight direction. 
"This new revised edition of 
mine," says Mr. Hobbs, "is intended to 
reaffirm truths about the business 
which don't change, introduce the 
subject to new students and offer some 
recent thoughts from further experi-
ence gained" [p. 13]. He goes on fur-
ther to say that "The main concern of 
this book is to offer overall guidelines 
to help in the business of tackling the 
preparation of a fight scene in whatever 
the media" [p. 14]. This is not a "how 
to" book for fight direction. The text is 
an overview of guidelines and not an instruction manual. This is 
expressed later in th..: introduction when Mr. Hobbs says "It is 
not my intention to formulate a rigid set of rules ... the only 
rules which are always applicable arc those combining safety and 
the illusion of reality'' lp. 15]. The book is not intended to teach 
the reader how to stage a fight, but rather to be used as a guide 
to illustrate the care, precision and techniques which are neces-
sary to safely and effectively stage a fight. 
The 150 page text is presented in 17 chapters, covering topics 
such as safety, sword techniques, unarmed combat, battle scenes, 
stylized encounters, historical accuracy, fight notation, and a 
brief histo1y of the sword. 
As in the preceding editions of his text, this book is well 
written, and for the most part clear and concise. Only in a couple 
chapters is Mr. Hobbs' attempt to be brief somewhat confusing. 
The information in this edition is updated, offrring greater 
insight into Hobbs' way of working. For the first time he tells 
tales of film shoots and rehearsals. In some chapters it is as if the 
reader is sitting in a pub listening to the master tell a tale. Such 
information is incredibly relevant to the art of stage combat, and 
particularly to traincJ. fighters who are in the beginning stages of 
learning how to choreograph and direct fights. 
When addressing armed and unarmed techniques, there is 
an assumed knowledge on the part of the reader. Hobbs' tech-
niques are essentially safe, however, the process behind specific 
techniques is rarely explained in a detailed, step by step fashion, 
and could easily be misinterpreted by a 
novice. This is due in part to the struc-
ture and format of the text. Although 
exacting and safe in what he does say, it 
is what is not said, that is of particular 
concern. Another concern is the pro-
gression of techniques and information 
in this short and to the point manual. 
The chapter on "Safety Precautions" 
(Chapter 7) appears over a third of the 
way into the book, swordplay (Chapter 
8) comes long before unarmed tech-
niques (Chapter 12) and in the chap-
ters themselves the presentation of the 
techniques also seems confusing in 
terms of meeting the: needs of begin-
ners. (for example, in Chapter 8, blade 
taking actions are offered before the 
crossing of steel in an attack.) 
Because the text is geared for the 
experienced actor/combatant defini-
tions and descriptions can be sketchy 
and vague. While targets are listed as 
-" shoulJ.er, flank and heaJ., these terms 
are never specifically identified, and 
can be very indeterminate to the 
beginner. The line drawings in the 
chapter on blade-play do not help in this matter, as they arc 
inconsistent, and at times seem to totally contradict what we 
deem normal safety precautions: The attacks to the shoulder 
appear to be at neck level. Though one flank cut seems to be at 
the level of the waist, another appears to be just above the knee. 
Cuts to the heal{ are illustrated to the left of the victims centet 
line; and while this is the practice of some fight arrangers, Hobbs 
docs not explain his own preference either way. ln another case, 
the illustrations for "Body movements with heavy weapons" 




show a broadsword grip with one hand clasped over the other 
(but Hobbs does not direct the reader to hold the sword this 
way) and in Figure 31 he shows a combatant in a full lunge, knee 
extended well beyond the toes of the lead foot, bent forward at 
the waist, head beyond the lead knee, arms extended beyond the 
head, supporting a broadsword practically parallel to the floor. 
Another matter for some confusion is Mr. Hobbs' numeri-
cal system. Although here in the U.S. (at least in the SAFD) we 
tend to work on a standard numerical system that provides a 
common vocabulary in the field, this is not so in Europe. As 
such, the names and numbers provided for cuts and parries by Mr. 
Hobbs are completely dissimilar to that in the U.S. He docs this 
to "avoid confusion with their modern frncing counterparts" lp. 
67]. Trying to communicate this system to actors who have had 
some exposure to the classic numerical system (either from sport 
fencing or stage combat here in the U.S.) seems unduly difficult. 
To his credit, before swords are crossed or blows exchanged, 
Hobbs does offer an entire chapter (seven pages) dedicated to 
safety. This chapter does serve to clarify some of the ambiguities 
mentioned above as well as others sprinkled tluoughout the rest 
of the book. He explains, "It is imperative to employ throughout 
rehearsal certain safety procedures," and "the safety of the players 
must of course come before all else." Here Hobbs clearly practices 
what he preaches. He discusses the synchronization of footwork 
with blade movements, distance, timing, energy of the attack, 
targets, a11d problem actors. He also offers a "safety check list," 
that is ;1 particularly good guideline for hudding choreographers. 
Hobbs also provides a brief history of swords, that is hoth 
extremely helpful, and disappointingly incomplete. The histori-
cal review seems to jump randomly from subject to subject with-
out establishing a real sense of chronology or progression. The 
illustrations in this chapter, however, are particularly helpful in 
establishing correct weapons for period pieces. Swords from the 
various eras, hilt and grip differences, and a clear idea of the size 
and length of the weapons are all advantageously shown. This 
aspect makes the book particularly valuable to directors, cos-
tumers, and theatres in general. 
Although the book (and its predecessors) does not lay down a 
specific format or style of fighting or choreography, it does explore 
many of the principal rules that make up the foundation of safe 
effective stage combat. And though the book does not offer a 
glossary or bibliography, its concise chapters on specifics can be 
referred to much like a glossary- giving the readers pertinent 
information without bogging them down with excessive details. 
Not intended for the neophyte, this book does not pretend to spell 
out the absolutes of technique or set rules for the execution of the 
art of stage combat. The shortcomings cited above are listed not 
because the book is no good, but rather because it is not what 
many people expect it to be. Hobbs' book is not an adequate 
manual on all the specifics of performing stage combat, rather it is 
a text full of important and useful information on the art. Hobbs 
himself described his text as "a guide to the inexperienced [flght 
arranger], so that they may put their own ideas into operation 
more smoothly." This exquisitely sums up the most advantageous 
(and safe) application of this book's invaluable insights. 
•1 - Hobbs, William, Tech1dqt1es of the Stage Fight, London: Studiu Vista1 1967. 
Hobbs, WHlian1, Stage Combat: The .A...don w the Word. New York: St. Martins Pres,,:1 {19l>0) 1:-)81. 
Reviewed in "Thi'.' Pen & The Sword)' Th,. Fight Ma.ster, 
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by Richard Grackowski 
THE TRAGEDY OF BRANAGH'S HAMLET 
ranagh's audacity in presenting the film with the complete text of 
the play deserves our appreciation and respect. The demands 
placed upon the audience are well rewarded. A number of 
aspects which are unclear in abbreviated editions become lucid in the 
fuller exposition. For example, I had always been somewhat troubled 
by the opening scenes of the ghost's appearance; the guard begins its 
wateh at midnight and about ten minutes later (in my apprehension) 
it is dawn. The film fills out this time interval satisfactorily, The 
influence of Fortinbras' ambition and aggressive campaigning is also 
important in understanding the development of the plot. Rather than 
imputing Claudius' marriage to simple lust, it malces much more sense 
to understand that, with the kingdom leaderless and therefore vulner-
able, a rapid succession is politically appropriate. Claudius is not sim-
ply an immoral rake, he is a skilled politician who cements his claim to 
the throne as well as provides stability tu Drnmark's government by his 
maniagc to the former Queen. He is also no enemy of Hamlet, 
acknowledging publicly the Prince's claim next in line to the kingship. 
Hamlet's frenzied behavior in public, notably during the play within 
the play, and his impulsiv.: murder of Polonius, put intense pressure on 
Claudius. It is not until the Prince's outrageous actions become embar-
rassing that Claudius is forced to take some measures to eliminate him. 
Branagh's portrayal of Hamlet is, in large part, truly moving. A 
number of time-honored speeches, familiar to banality, are rendered so 
well that they evoke genuine emotion. The setting, Blenheim Palace, is 
spectacular. The costumes are gorgeous. The acting superb. Why then, 
after such a promising beginning, do we leave the theatre unsatisfied? 
Several major directing errors mar the presentation. While it 
might illustrate the text, is it really necessary to show Hamlet's affection 
for Ophelia by intercuts of nalced wrestling in bed? How does it con-
tribute to understanding to show Ophelia being sprayed with a hose in 
some sort of primitive insanity cure? Are we not satisfied that the poor 
girl has had sufficient cause to lose her emotional stability simply 
through the terrible events she experienced? W'h.o needs to have Yorick 
resurrected to appreciate Hamlet's melancholy reflections? The fin~[ 
scenes of No1wegian soldiers preferring to crash through glass doors, 
rather than use a convenient doorknob, bo.rder on farcical. 
The concluding fencing scene is simply appalling. The characters, 
Laertes and Hamlet, ostensibly highly educated nobles and trained 
swordsmen appearing in public display, act completely out of char-
acter. There is no <levelopment of dramatic tension in their bout. 
Outfitted in some strangely padded or molded fencing jackets, with 
peculiar looking foils and holding daggers in their other hand, they 
rapidly teject all pretension at any skill. After the initial greeting, the 
daggers mysteriously disappear. The fight quickly escalates into the 
chase scene found as a mainstay in second rate action filtns. Their 
match, which should be a catharsis for the drama, becomes a ludicrous 
imposition. Amid acrobatics and contortions this senseless business 
trivializes the entire prcce<ling play. What a let down! What a huge dis-
appoi n tm cnt! Frailry, thy name is Branagh. 
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FIGHT DIRECTORS, CANADA 
by John Nelles 
L am happy to have the opportunity to drop a letter down from time to time to let you know what is happening in Fight Directors, Canada, and elsewhere north of 
the 49th parallel. Having been a member of the SAFD and twice certified with 
recommendation there, I am glad to be the liaison between our organizations. 
We held the Canadian nationals, our national workshop, in Toronto, 
at the Canadian Opera Company, this last summer in early June, and once 
again we had a greaL turnout. There was a tcrrittc teaching staff with a truly 
.,,,,,.,,,,,..,,,,,....,, international flavor. I certainly enjoyed team teaching single-sword and 
34 
broadsword with Payson Burt. We also had Steve Wilshire over to 
teach hand-to-hand and some stunt techniques and Sensei Wayne 
:tvlarcin joined us for the first time t~ teach a course in katana 
for our Easter Edged Weapons area. Ir was a very busy 
two weeks, but everyone enjoyed themselves and 
did well in the many disciplines taught. We are 
happy to have an increasing number of your members 
up to visit and participate, and if your dollar st~1ys as 
high as it has been lately it will be a real bargain for more of 
you to visit us and see Canada. Though not certain exactly where 
we'll be, it will likdy be somewhere in the west: the mountains ur the 
prairies, both beautiful places to visit. I hope rou'll join us. 
The early fall also means it's time for the Paddy Crean \Vorkshop and 
this year it was in Stratford, Ontario, home of Canada's other world 
renowned theatre festival: (last year's was at the Shaw Fe-stival) the famous 
Stratford Festival. There was a great diversiLy of discipline~ featured this year 
and those who were able to attend had a a great time. 
In Toronto we have secured a place at the National Ballet of Canada 
to hold regular Monday night practices, where people can come and 
expt::riment or work on whatever they wish, or take a class with one 
of our Fight Dil'ectors, or Fight Masters. This is a terrific new 
facility right on the beautiful lakeshore with high windows in the 
studios so we have a magnificent view of the downtown skyline. We 
are plea~ed to have this new space at our disposal, and to form a bond 
with the National Ballet. \Ve arc starting to have regional workshops in 
several parts of the country which keep up members skills between the 
larger national workshops. 
Our membership continues to grow an<l we arc also working towards 
national certification as a bargaining unit for fight dircctol's whh both acting 
unions. This is a long and complicated process with many bureaucratic 
twists, turns and frustrations, and the uniquely Canadian feature of having 
to separately do the same thing in Quebec. This is a major undertaking, 
and we will lm:p you informccl as developments occur. 
Best wishes to all of you and lots of fight work in the months ahead. 
Until next time. 
Fight safely, and well. 
Editor's Note: 
The Pax for PDC is (416) 667-0573. For information 011 forthcoming 
workshops you may contact the training coordinator, Viv Moore at 
(416) 588-9452; Pax (416) 588-7323. 
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byBrian Byrnes 
Chair - SAFD Health and Safety 
Committee 
The HeJlth and Safetr Committee 
was initially established for' the SAFD in 
the summer of 1996. The Health and 
Safety Committee is dedicated to the 
continued well-being of the entire SAFD 
membership and practitioners of Stage 
Combat Arts. The purpose of the com-
mittee is to explore tht hcalth b.:nefits 
and/or detriments that may be intrinsi-
cally tied to the physical side of stage 
combat training and performance 
demands. More often thau not, people 
tout the positive and healthful benefits 
related to the work - but the fact remains 
that stage combat can sometimes take its 
toll. A~ always, one of the SAFD's primary 
goals is Safety. Therefore, the more the 
SAFD know, about the nature of the 
work, the better it can prevent potential 
injury, as well as increase the healthful 
benefits of the work. 
The initial goal of the Health and 
Safety Committee is to survey the 
entire membership of the SAfD (as 
wdl as other practitioners and swdcnts) 
reganling the physical benefits and the 
possible detriments that may be inher-
. ently related to Stage Combat Skills; 
The SAFD currently has a broad 
base of individuals who have been 
involved in this work for varying dura-
tions. Some people arc brand new 
to the skills whereas others 
h:we been actively 




This is a prime time and opportunity to 
examine the physical benefits and stresses 
to the individual's body. 
Thi;: SAFD will compile the statistics 
i11 order to gain further insight about the 
pure phvsical aspects of its work. As a 
result, it hopes to find new ways to 
improve training and performance work 
for the continued well-being for those 
involved. Please note: Any future publica-
tions of statistics will keep personal iden-
tities confidential. 
The committee has been developing 
a questionnaire/survey in order to do 
apreliminary examination of the physical 
toll. Including the SAFD membership, 
the survey will also reach out to students, 
and performers of !;tage combat who may 
not necessarily be part of the SAFD. By 
running the survey past as many as can 
be contacted, the goal is to help 6hed 
light on how to continue to work in a 
healthful vein. 
Currently, the SAfD is in contact 
with a physiologist, a movement specialist, 
and biomechanics specialist who are all 
interested in helping this study of special-
ized movement form. 
Below are the points covered in the 
survey. The surveys should arrive via 
Certified Teachers, Fight Directors, or 
Regional Representative. This survey will 
hdp benefit other practitioners of stage 
fighting and theatre artists. 
MEMBERS OJ:-1 THE SAFD HEAI:TH 
AND SAFETY COMMITTEE 
Brian Byrnes, Dexter Fidler, Gregory 
Hoffman, Jeff A.R. Jones, Bob 
McDougall, Ricki G. Ravitts, Lewis Shaw 
MISSION STATEMENT 
l) To explore and research the imme-
diate, temporary, and extenuating benefits 
and/or detriments that may occur as a 
result of Stage Combat training and per-
forming practices. 
2) To help improve stage combat 
training a11d performance practices for the 
physical well- being of the S.AFD mem-




1 SJ\FD Health and Safety Committee;; Questionnaire 
I (a survey and study developed through The Society of American Fighr Director~) 
l) Biographical Information 
Age, Sex, Height, \Veight. 
Medi urn of work - Stage, TY, Video, Film, etc. 
Type of work - Acting, Directing, Stage Mgmnt, Dance, Stage Shows, etc. 
Years in the pe1·forming arts. 
Union and organization affiliations: SAFD, AEA, AFTRA, SAG, AT.ME, etc. 
Frequency of work in the performing arts. 
Do you carry Health Insurance? 
2) Why arc you (or Why were you) involved in Stage Combat Skills? 
What initiated your involvement? 
What kind of formal training have you had? 
How often do you train in Stage Combat work? 
Are you an Instructor of Stage Combat? Are you an SAFD Certified 
Teacher of Stage Combat? 
Do you work as a fight Director? Are you an SAfD Fight Director? 
3) Personal Over-all Health 
What exercises or standard warm-ups do you commonly do? 
What other types of physical activitie~ do you do? 
(Optional) -
a.) Briefly detail your Medical History prior to your involvement 
with Stage Combat. 
b.) Docs Stage Combat work aggravate any prior ailments or 
injuries? 
Ailments / Injuries known to be related to Stag1.: Combat. 
Location on body? Sudden injury? Cumulative stress or over-us.:? 
How and \'\There occurred? (i.e. training, performance, rchearsa)s, 
learning or teaching?) Approx. date and duration? 
TREATMENT of any of tl1e above Injuries 
Have you had any injuries or conditions that your doctor has linked to 
your involvement with Stage Combat? 
Please note if an evaluation was done, and if so, by whom? (i.e. 
chiropractor, physical therapist, specialists .. ,) 
What diagnosis was made? And what kind of treatment was received? 
Resulting limitations, if any? (including lost days of work) 
If no treatment was receiv.:d, what circumstances prevented treatment? 
4) Your own point of view. Health Pluses or Minuses 
Do I feel that any of the above listed ailments/injuries could have 
been reasonably avoided - and if so, in what way? 
What common physical or performance related benefits (if any) do I 
feel I have gained by being involved with Stage Combat Skills? 
What common troubles or detriments (if any) do J find in Stage 
Combat World 
How might Stage Combat Training be more productive in the 
classroom and/or in performance? 
5) Optional 
Name, Address, Phone numbers, E-mail address 
If you can, please include a picture and resume for our files. 
Thank you. 
** If you would like to reacl1 the Healtl1 and Safety Committee directly, please call 
Brian Byrnes at (713) 743-2915, or E-mail: BTiyrnes@UH.edu 
Mailing address: 13.Byrnes. School of Theatre, University of Houston, 
Houston TX 77204-5071 
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Put to the 
Results of the SAFD's Proficiency Skills Tests throughout the country 
A brawl is interrupted by Iago (Bob Foxworth) and Othello (Paul Winfield) in Othello 
at the Guthrie. Fight direction by David "Pops" Doersch. Photo by Michal Daniel 
New Mexico State University 
Instructor: Tim Pinnow Adjudicator: Dale Anthony Girard 
Susan Westberg Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Tim Romero Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Jeanie Dresp Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Gabrielle Winter Rupier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Christopher Dergresiarian Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Joshua Stadelmyer Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Brian Mullins Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
APRIL 
Longwood College-Video 
April 6, 1997 
Instructor: Timothy Klotz 
Travis Leong 
Clyde Berry 
Adjudicator: J.D. Martinez 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Smallsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Smallsword 
University of Mississippi - Oxford 
April 26, 1997 
Instructor: David "Pops" Doersch Adjudicator: Dale Anthony Girard 
Henry M. Dittman Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Jenny Male Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
George C. Roberts Broadsword 
Stclcey Ricketts Broadsword, Broadsword & Shield 
Heather Feierabend Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Aaron Ccdolia Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
B.J. Merman Broadsword, Broadsword & Shield-Recommended 
Christopher Schager Broadsword, Broadsword & Shield 
Peter Boyer Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rene Pulliam Rapier &: Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Carnegie-Mellon 
April 30, 1997 







Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword & Shield 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword & Shield 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword & Shield 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword & Shield 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword &: Shield 
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MAY 
Temple University 
May 2, 1997 
Instructor: Payson Burt Adjudicator: Dale Anthony Girard 
Jimmy Blunt Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Amy Gorbey Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff, 
Antt1ony Hagopian Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Robert J. Hamilton Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Jamie L. Hurley Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rachel Leslie Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarlerstaff-Recommended 
Jason Nuzzo Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Christie Parker Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
University of the Arts 
May 2, 1997 










David M. Fehr 
Samuel Henderson 
John Devennie 
Shane Mc Gready 
JUNE 
Adjudicator: Dale Anthony Girard 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, .Broadsword 
College Conservatory of Music 
June 7, 1997 
Instructor: K. Jenny Jones 
Sunshine Cappelletti 
Andrew H. Nienaber 
Adjudicator: J. Allen Suddeth 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 








Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
AUGUST 
University of Alaska 
August 29, 1997 




University of Alaska 
August 30, 1997 
Broadsword 
Adjudicator: David Boushey 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Instructor: Michael Hood Adjudicator: David Boushey 
Tatsuya Aoyagi Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Jennifer Waldroup Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Nate Benson Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Jennifer Faulkner Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Lainie Dreas Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword, Quarterstaff 








En Garde Unllmlted 
September 24, 1997 




Adjudicator: Richard Raether 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Birmingham Children's Theatre 
November 15, 1997 





Adjudicator: Drew Fracher 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & DaggP1~ Unarmed 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Overpowered by Tereus (Mike Rhyne), Philomele (Kate Middleton) makes a 
futile effort at resistance in Love of the Nightingale at UNC Chapel Hill. 
Fight Direction and Photo by Jeff A.R. Jones 
Seattle, WA 
November 17, 1997 
Instructor: Geoff Alm 
Catherine Kettrick 
William Mc Laskey 
Video 
November 11, 1997 







Adjudicator: David Boushey 
Rapier &: Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Broadsword 
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier&: Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & Dc1gger, Unarmed 
Brigham Young University 
December 4, 1997 
Instructor: Gregory Hoffman/D.C. Wright Adjudicator: Drew Fracher 
Heather Wright Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Cristian Bell Rapier &: Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 




Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Brigham Young University 
December 4, 1997 
Instructor: Gregory Hoffman/DC Wright 
David Knight 
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 




December 5, 1997 




December 6, 1997 
Adjudicator: David Boushey 
R,1pier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed 
Instructor: Bob Walch Adjudicator: David Leong 
Ron Henigan Rapier & '.Jagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Heather Fairfield Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Juan Luis Aceredo Rapier & '.Jagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
G. Zachariah White Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Christian Brandjcs Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Tracy Oliverio Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarlerstaff-Recommended 
Edward Eaton Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Enoch Chan Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Ariel Shafir Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Qu,utersl:aff 
Jeremy Silver Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Richard Heddennan Rilpier & Dagger; Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Georgia Lyman Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Marianne Kubik Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Christopher Jones Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarlerstaff 
Matthew Greene Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Mathew Brooks Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Carnegie-Mellon University 
December 8, 1997 
Instructor: Dexter Fiddler 
Erik Sorenson 
Ben Gonio 
Taifa S. Harris 
Adam Dunshik 
Paul Domencic 
Ramon de Ocampo 
David Hornsby 
Adjudicator: Drew Fracher 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
RJpier & Dagger, Unarmed, Qwirterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & :Jagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Rapier & '.Jagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
University of Pittsburgh 
December 8, 1997 
Instructor: Dexter Fiddler Adjudicator: Drew Fracher 
Javon Johnson Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Brian J Gill Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff-Recommended 
Dennis Pennel Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Jeff Detweiler Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Kevin Wetmore Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 
Corinna May Rapier & Dagger, Unarmed, Quarterstaff 







3275 Turkey Foot Road 





Alabama Shakespeare Festival 
1 Festival Drive 





738 E. Mabel 
Tucson, AZ 85719-4035 
H: (602) 622-2143 
W: (602) 621-9402 
Bren tG@U.Arizona ,edu 
CALIFORNIA, Northern 
.... i GREGORY HOFFMAN 
4.1',"i"" -74 Jvlays Blvd, #10-lGl 
""" Incline Village, NV 89451 
(702) 831-7 448 
MINNESOTA 
MICHAFT. J. ANDERSON 
Enga1-dc! Unlimited 
2101 NE Kennedy Street, Suite 101 





335 North 8th Street, #605 





University of Houston 
Houston, TX 77204-5071 
H: (713) 57.8-3iil3 
W:(713) 743-2915 




C1TJFORNIA, Southem NEl&IDA 
~V,~ 3779 Littlerock Lane 




~ PAYSON H. BURT .-.1. LINDA MCCOLLUM 
~t; 6Z48 C:atpenter Avenue <A't""I," 450< Mai viand Parkway 
North Hollywood, CA 9160G r Las Vcgas,'NV 89154-5055 
PAUL DENNHARDT 
320 South Ward Street 
Macomb, IL 61455 
1818) 763-1937 (702) 89i-36c;2 




5765-F Burke Centre Parkway 
Suite #125 
H: (309) 836 3282 
W: (309) 298~1421 





~'t~ 1633 Emerson Street, Apt, #6 







-\.~ 46 Fores; Sn:ect 
~ Monicla11, NJ 07042 
(201) 509-0569 
NEWMEXTCO 
TIM D. PINNOW 
MARK "RA'l'" GUINN 
P.O. Box 8608 TS _.,,\ DALEANTHONYGIRARD 
Theatre Department 
New Mexico State Universir y 
Las C:ruccs, NM 88001 Ruston, LA 71272-0034 
~t,~"' 55 Amndel Avenue 
West Ilartford, CT 06107 l-1: (318) 255-6823 
W: (318) 257-2930 
Fax: (318) 257-4571 
(860) 521-3163 
DAGirardJ9Hawley@Compuserve.com 
H: (505) 647-2667 
W: (505) 646-4517 
TPinnow@'l'.MSU.edu 
mdguinn@liuknet.net FLORIDA, Southen; 
Fight Master Representative ~ MICHELLE LADD 
·""' ERIK FREDRICKSEN ~'f:, 8124 D Northboro Court 
. ,~ 1425"' ·1. R . d West Palm Beach, PL 33106 "l(\v ieXt! C oa 1-1: (561) 642-0329 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48108 W: (205) 31,3_3345 
H: (313) 944-0116 · 1 
W: (313) 747_2296 HRHmladd@aol.com 
Hannis@Ui'vl!CH.edu 






NEW YORK CITY 
J. DAVID BRIMMER 
476 Second Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 
(718) 788-5381 
and 
,..,\ MICHAEL G. CHIN 
~t,""ij""' 531 Main Street, #807 
Roosevelt lsland 
105 57 Dayton Ave1111e North 
Seattle, WA 98133 
(206) 361-5179 
Fax: (206) 4/i 0° 1044 
gbald@Juno., ,,m 
655 Highland Ave. NE, Suite 7C 
Atlanta, GA 30312 




Certified Teacher Repr.,.enta1ive 
(·!04) ')37-6560 
Montano@ix.nercom.co111 
~ K JENNY JONES 
~'f, 2837 Hoff Avenue 
Cincinnati, OH /45226 
I-I: (513) 321-1612 
W: (513) 579-0991 




·"'' ANGELA BONACASA 
~~-v.;7• 10-37 51st Avenue, #1 




See rAI.JFORNIA, No,·1'1ern 
lLLTNOIS 
, ~, CHUCK COYLE 
~t,W 6321 North Lakewood 




MARK "Rat" GUINN 
Louisiana Tech, University 
EO. BOX 8608 
Ruston, LA 71272-00)4 
H: (318) 255-6823 
\\I: (318) 257-2930 
Fax: (318) 257-4~71 
l\ldgui1111@linknet.net 
NEW YORI(, Western 
STLVE VAUGHAN 
800 Vernal Road 
Attb, NY 14011 
(716) 591-361/3 
NORTH CAROLINA 
JEPF A.R. JONES 
111 Oliver Lane 
Durham, i.JC 27713 
H: (919) 572-9314 
W: (:' 19) ;14-0928 




827 Main Street, No. 2 
Covington, KY 41011-1368 






JAMES N. BROWN 
MAINE, See MASSACHUSETTS 
MARYLAND PENNSYLVANIA 
JOHN BELLOMO 
S:,~ 1217 Porter Stteet 
1500 NW 16th Avenue, Apt. 208 
Gainesville, FL 32605 
H: (352) 379-0778 
W: (352) 392-2039 




1942 North Salem 




31ll3 Shannon Drive 
baltimore, MD 21213 
H: (410) 325-2046 





61J Tolman Street 
W. Newton, MA 02165-1020 
((,17) 244-7838 






P.O. Box 454 
Green ville, SC 29602 
H: (803) 235-8845 
W: (803) 255-6948 
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105 57 Dayton Avenue North 
Seattle, WA 98133 
(206) 361-5179 
Fax: (206) 440--1044 
gbald@juno.co111 
WASHINGTON DC 
~ MICHAEL JOHNSON 
. ;.,~ 1426 l2t!1 Street SP 




510 South 12th 
Laramie, WY 820;0 
H: (307) 742-2699 
W: (307) 766-3287 
Selting@uwyo,edu 
AMBASSADOR TO THE U.K. 
~RICHARD RYAN 
~~ 10 Cranbook Park 




J .R. BEARDSLEY 
Peachstone Lane 
Orlando, FL 32821 
Cell: (702) G83-:-680 




2723 Saratoga Lane 
Everett, WA 98203 
(206) 290-9973 
DREW FRACHER 
3275 Turkey fuot Road 




1425 Textile Road 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48108 
l-1: (313) 944 0116 
W: (313) 747-2296 
Hannis@UMICH.edtt: 
DALEAN1HONYGIRARD 
55 Arundel Avenue 
West Hartford, CT 06107 




106 North Su·awben-y Street 
Richmond, VA 23220 
H: (804) ~54-2071 
W: (804) 828-1514 
Service: (212) 382-3535 
dsleong@saturn.vcu.edu 
JOSEPH D. MARTINbZ 
R0ute2 Box 360 
Lexington, VA 24450 
H: (540) 163-3756 
W: (703) 463-8005 
maninezjd@wlu.edu 
RICHARD RAETHER 
1834 Camp Avenue 
Rockford, IL 61103 
(815) 962-6579 
MERaether@aol.com 
J. ALLEN SUDDETH 
131 Linden Avenue 
Glenridfe, NJ 07028 
(T3) 7 8-5697 
Fax: (973) 748-5697 
Cl IRISTOPHER VILLA 
13372 Diamond Head Drive 
Justin, CA 92780 
H: (714) 730.7241 
W: (714) 856-6614 
DAVID WOOLLEY 
2025 W. Shakespc.,re //'l, 
Chicago, IL 60647 
H (773) 489-648,j 






105 57 Dayton Avenue Norrh 
Seartlc, WA 98133 
(206) 361-5179 
Fax: (206) 440-104 Ii 
gbald@juno.com 
PAYSON H. BURT 
6218 Carpenter Avenue 
North Hollywood, CA 916U6 
(818) 763-1937 
Service: 800-374-4434 ext. 22829 
phburt@aol.com 
BRIAN BYRNES 
Houston, TX 77204-5071 
H: (;'13) 528-3413 
\X: (713) 743-2915 
Fax: (713) 749-1420 
llBymes@UH.edu 
DAN CARTER 
603 East Irvin Avenue 
State College, PA 16801-6606 
H: (814) 867 1803 
W: (814) 865-758<; 
dhd@email.PSU.edu 
JAMES ''.Jamie" D. CHEATHAM 
1200 St. Andrews Road, // 711 
Columbia, SC 29210 
(803) 772 5368 
MICHAEL CHTN 
531 Main-Sueet," 807 
Rrioseve1t Island 




168 Sycamore Lane 
Phoenixville, PA 19460 
H: (610) 933-8238 
W: (215) 875-2230 
r )' 
CHARLES COYL, JR. DR ROBIN McFARQUHAR J. DAVID BRIMMER TIMOTHY TAIT 
632 l N. Lakewood 810 North 1..:olar, # 1 434 Seventh Sucet, id 2491 F Meadowri<lge Lme 
Chicago, IL 60660 Urbana, IL 61801 Brooklyn, NY 11215 Montgomery, AL 36117 
11: (773) 764-3825 H: (217) 337-0099 H: (718) 7885381 (J34) 213"2304 
W: (84'!) 475-1100 ext, 2308 W: (217) 333-1659 W: (917) 928-3028 poohscorner@Juno.com 
J'ax: (847) 256-5165 rmcforquV!\titic,edu 
TIM CARRYER BRAD WALLER fukt80a@prodigy.com 
ccoi l@cvanl.nl.edu MARKOTSEN 1339 N. Sheri,l,,n 1\venue 56 I 6 Kirkham Court 
603 Irvin Avenue Pittsburt, PA 15206 Springfield, VA 22151 
PAUL DENNH\RDT State C,lleg,, PA 16801 (412) 4 1-8798 H: (703) 323-723J 
320 Sot1rh Ward Stt'Ccl H: (814) 861-5515 W: (703) 861-3307 
Mac,Hnb, IL 61455 W: (814) 863-/4703 JOHN CASHMAN GlobcFG@aol.com 
H: (309) 836 3282 meo2@psu.et lll 125 James Avenue 
ROBERT WALSH W: (309) 298-1421 Orlando, FL 3280\ 
Cell: (309) 826-9689 TIMOTHY PINNOW (40'1) 423-5193 60 Tolman Street 
chef1)rd@macomb.co n1 Th eat 1·e Arts Department West Newton, MA 02165-1020 
http://hon1epage.1naco1nb.com/ ... chelprd/ MSC3072 DAVID "P~s" DOERSCH H: (617) 244-%56 
Las Crnces) NM I 09 Tendrill nnrt W' 1617) 494-307R 
DEXTER FIDLER 88003-8001 Williamsburg. VA 23188 Fax: (617) 244-2487 
63S J11clah Street H: (505) 6'17 -2667 (757) 220-5033 R\l(1lsh@hinah.cc,hrandeis,edu 
Sat1 Francisco, CA 94122 0: ('.>05) 646-4517 ddoersch@lufo.net 
('115) 564-6040 W: (800) 525-ASTC 
MICHAEL DONAHUE SUPPLIERS l'idhauer@aol.com Fax: (505) 646-5767 
TPinnow@NMSU.edu 10430 Bermm!a J .ane The Armoury 
JAMES FINNEY Manassas, VA 22110 Amel'lcan Fencers Supply 
807 -G Judson Avenue RONPIRETTI (202) 686-6369 1180 Folsom Streer 
Evanston, IL 60202 I 5 Leroy Street, #12 
SUSAN EVISTAN-DUNN 
San francisco, CA 94103 
(347) 492-0806 N<w York, NY 10014 (41 5) 863-7911 
jrfinney@ripco.com (212) 075-4688 1102 Caribou Way, Apt. 3 
Louisville, KY 40222 
Arms and Armor llRENT GIBBS RICKI RAVITTS (502) 339-1699 
738 F.. Mabel 2350 Broadway, #924 evidunn@prodigy.com 1101 Stinson Blvd NE 
'foscon, AZ 85719-4035 New Yotl,, NY 10024 Minneapolis, MN 55/413 
H: (520) 622-2143 (212) 874-7408 STEPHEN GRAY (612) 331-6473 
W: 1520) 621-9402 SAFD llotlille (800) 659-65.'9 1206 West Webster, \venue Cuc,tom Weapons 
1l1·entG@U.Arizoua.edt1 Chicago, IL 60614 
RICHARD RYAN (773) 404-/97 i Belle and Blade 
GREGORY HOFl:<MAN 10 Cran book Park 124 Penn Avenue 
EO. !lox 17257 Wood Green) London MARK "Rae' GUINN Dover, :'.>IJ 07801 
Stanford, CA 94309 N22 5NA England P.O. Box 8608 TS (20 I) 328-8488 
(702) 831-7448 081-881-1536 Ruston, LA 71272,0034 Videos, books, weapons 
(415) 703-7150 (209) 473-8258 H: (318) 255-6823 
W: -415) 703-7150 NICHOLAS SANDYS W: (318) 257-2930 
Center Firearms Co. 211/i Wcsc Morse Avenue Fax: (318) 257-4571 
MlCHAEL J. JOHNSON Chicag", 11 60645 mdguinn@link11ct.ne1 10 West 37th Street 
(313) 274-0581 New York, NY 10018 142B 12th S,reet SE LARRY HENDERSON (21 2) 244-4040 Washington, DC 20003 ROBERT "Tink" TUFTE£ 259 Elysian Fields Drive Firearms sales and rental (202) 543-2571 
353 Second Street, #3L Oakland, CA 9460 5 !'ax: (202) 543-8393 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 (510) 632-0938 Gratzner Accoutrements Pager: (202) 543-8393 
found:1 L't@hotmail.com (718) 788-4957 Blademan@aol.com EO, !lox 12023 Servk.e: (21.!.) 869-3050 
MICHAEL J. HOOD Marina Del Rey, CA 90295 JHF A.R. JONES rmftee@ix,netcom.com (3.liJ) 823-2050 1942 Nm th Salem 111 Oliver Lane STEVEN VAUGHAN Anchorage, AK 99508 Sword belts and hangers Durhar,i, NC 27713 
3400 llroat!w'{ ·H: (907) 562-'!047 H: (919) 572-9314 
Alexander, N 14005 W: (907) 786-1761 Dennis Graves, Swordcutler W: (919) 544-0928 
(71G) 591-3673 afmjh@uca<l2.alaskJ.edu 255 Smith 41st Street Fax: (919) 544-0928 
jarjoncs@aol.com DR. MICIL'\EL KIRKLAND 
Boulder, CO 80303 
JOHN "Jad<" MICHAEL YOUNG (303) 494-4685 
12 \Vedilewood Drive 2030 Woodlawn Street, #8 Sales and rental. Catalog KJENNY JONES Greemi le, SC 29609 Allentown, PA 1810·1 
2837 Hoff Avenue H: (864) 235-8845 H: (610) 439-5023 
Cindmiati, OH 45226 W: (86°1) 322-1321 W: (610) 683-1571 Mark Haney (513) 321-1612 Pax: (864) 322-1323 mhill3326@,rol.com (H) 6000 J Street 
W: (513) 579-0991 kirkland@kt1r·1rown.edu (W) S:icramento, CA 95819 
!'ax: (513) 321-1612 
CERTIFIED TEACHERS 
(916) 944-0252 
KJBRT@msn.com TODDLOWETH Handmade broadswords 
COLLEEN KELLY MICHAEL J, ANDERSON 11030 Aqua Vlsta Street, Apt. #10 
Tony Rust A lab a ma Shakespeare Festival Engarde! Unlimited Srndio Citv, C,\ 91602-3190 
(818) 760'.4712 292 Pift!1 Street l Festival Drive 2101 NE Kennedy Street,, Suite l 01 
Brooklyn,~ 11215 Montgomery, AL 36117 Minneapoli.s, MN 55413-2639 
DOUGLAS MUMAW (718) 768-7305 (80/4) 980-1107 H: (612) 759-9711 
Route! Box 36:J K Swordbelts and hangers W: (612) /59-9711 
RICHARD LANE Fax: (612) /59-9711 Broadway, VA 22815 
587 Lisbon Street Cell: (612) 331-5746 (703) 896-10:,9 Lundegaard Armory 
San Francisco, CA 94112 rnadkill@bitsrream.net 
TINA ROnINSON PO. Rox 287 (115) 957-3622 www.swordflght.com 
Fighc For It Intenutional Cromprnon<l, N--Y 10517 RJLane@flash.net Cmtotn fantasy we;ipons 
RALPH Al'-!DERSON Holmbladsgadc 58, "'-tv 
ROBERT .MACDOUGALL 288 W 238th Street, #2) 2300 Copenhrrgen S. 
Ttiplette CompetitionAnns P.O. Box 23078 Rivertlale, :clY 10463 Denmark 
Seattle, WA 98102 (718) 513-1783 Ol-45-32-84-96-7874 162 West Pine Street 
(206) 522-2201 Fax: (71B) 543-4783 fight_for_it@Hotmail.com Mount Ai1:y, NC 27030 
Chnrdmacd@aol.com Ralph.Anderson@hbo.com (W) (919) 786-5294 
rhanda1,o11@mi11dspring.com (H) LEWIS SHAW 
SCOT MANN Vulcan's Forge Steve Vaughan 
65'5 HizhlandAven11:e NE, #7C RANDY BAILY 3013 Shannon Drive 3400 Broadway 
Atlanta., GA 30312 350 Pike Street Baltimore, MD 21213 Alexander, NY 14005 
(4111) 5:'.3-6623 W: (104) '137-G'i60 Covin~t:on, KY 41011 H: (410) 325-2046 (71G) 591-3673 
Pager: (888) 206-1470 (606) 4914751 W: (410) 539-1'/06 
montano@ix.netcom.com LonnieSC@::inl.com 
ERICA BILDER Vulcan's Forge 
JOHN MCFARLAND One Fifth Avenue, #7H RICK SORDELET T ,ewis Shaw, Proprietor 
1146 South Ridgeland Avemre New York, NY 10003 46 Forest Screet 3013 Shannon Drive 
Oak Park, IL 60304 (212) 50/i-5470 Montclai1; NT 07042 Baltimore, MD 21213 
(7u8) 660-0636 Fax: (212) 254-4955 (201) 509-0569 (410) 325-2046 
j1mcland@aol.com ericabilder@compuserve.com Sordaplay@aol.com Lonniesc@aoi.com 
L 
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Society of American Fight Directors 
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT 
The Society of American Fighr Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and improving the quality 
of stage combat, We are committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film, and television industries. The 
SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country at universities, privately, and at the annual National .Stage 
Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate this information, In addition, the SAFD tests individual:, in three categ0ries: 
Actor/Combatant • 1eacher • fight Director 
However, one need not take any sort of test to become a member of SAFD. Anyone interested in the art of fight chore-
ography and stage fighting can join. SAJ:lD members receive a 10% discount on SAJ:lD workshops; The Fight Master, a 
journal published twice yearly; and The Cutting hdge, a newsletter published six times yearly with news updates on SAFD 
activities, policies, a.nd members. 
To apply for membership in the SAH) fill out the form below and send to 
Paul Dcnnhardt, SAFD Secretary 
320 South Ward Street 
Macomb, IL 61455 
Dues arc $35.00 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues arc $40.00) 
Your enclosed check of $35.00 will cover dues for the current year. 
Please make checb payable to Society of American Fight Directors 
.---------------------------------------------, 
-Membership Application 
Society of American Fight Directors 
Pf ease Print 
Name ________________ _ Ifyou have passed the SAFD Proficiency Skills 'Jest, pleas/! fill out 
Address _______________ _ Date tested ______________ _ 
Instructor _______________ _ 
Weapons _______________ _ 
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Fight Directors 
2014 East Taylor 
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